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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
OF THE KIPLING SOCIETY
Wednesday 10 July 2019 4.30 in the Rutland Room, Royal Over-Seas
League: Kipling Society Annual General Meeting. 5.30 for 6 pm:
Dr Jarad Zimbler (University of Birmingham) ‘Making it in
America: Kipling’s Captains Courageous’.
Wednesday 11 September 2019 5.30 for 6 pm in the Evelyn Wrench
Room, Royal Over-Seas League: Mark Paffard ‘Pity and
Imagination in some Kipling stories’. Members are invited to come
to dinner with Mark Paffard after the meeting at a restaurant nearby.
Space is limited, so if you would like to come, please email the
Meetings Secretary beforehand at alex_bubb@hotmail.com by 1st
September.
Wednesday 13 November 2019 5.30 for 6 pm in the Mountbatten
Room, Royal Over-Seas League: speaker to be arranged.
June 2019
Alex Bubb
(Meetings Secretary)
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EDITORIAL AND NEWS
This issue contains two substantial articles. John Anders’ sensitive
analysis of Kipling’s late motoring story ‘Aunt Ellen’ (1932) reads it as
a life-affirming jest between men, contextualising the story via chaos
theory, critical accounts of Kipling’s humour, and a fascinating account
of radio in the early 1930s. Vivian Kao’s account of the history of John
Huston’s 1973 film The Man Who Would Be King, alongside both the
original story and its contemporary context of Hollywood movies about
Vietnam veterans, uncovers Huston’s subtextual commentary on the
Vietnam war. The emphasis by both critics on masculinity in these very
different stories interestingly complements the ‘Women in Kipling’
theme of the March number.
Otherwise, this issue is eclectic. In Part 6 of Kipling’s ‘Uncollected
Journalism’ edited by Professor Thomas Pinney, the star item is Kipling’s
lively account of a thought-reader’s brilliant performance to a ‘Select
Audience’ of himself. Mr John Day, discoverer and owner of Kipling’s
short but revealing 1891 letter to Miss Bisland the American journalist,
has given us permission to reproduce it here with a commentary by the
Editor. The Kipling Journal thanks Mr Day for his generosity. Readers
will enjoy the reviews by Andrew Lycett of Professor Pinney’s edition
of uncollected Kipling stories The Cause of Humanity, and by Mike
Kipling of the Netflix film Mowgli. In ‘Letters to the Editor’, Philip
Holberton picks up the story of Kipling and the USA, and ‘Sir Pompey
Bedell in the East’ is further illuminated by letters from Tony Heathcote
and Alastair Wilson. As usual in our June numbers, the minutes of the
AGM and audited accounts for 2018 follow.
RULES CHANGES AND THE 2019 A.G.M.

At the forthcoming Annual General Meeting, a number of changes to the
Society’s rules will be tabled. The main purpose of these amendments
is to simplify the process of electing honorary officers, in particular
to allow a Chairman coming to the end of his or her two-year term of
office to remain on Council in another capacity.
The draft rules changes will be circulated by e-mail as an attachment
to the Chairman’s Newsletter about four weeks prior to the AGM. If
you do not currently receive this Newsletter and wish to see the amendments before the AGM, please contact the Society at the address shown
on page [2]. The current rules may be found on the Society’s website.
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‘AUNT ELLEN’: AN ASCENT
INTO THE CHAOTIC
By JOHN ANDERS
[Dr John Anders, formerly an engineer, has recently been awarded a Ph D by the
University of Kent for his doctoral thesis on Kipling and the Jest. Ed.]

Kipling wrote in 1919 to André Chrevrillon, completing an earlier tirade
against the Germans, Swiss, Jews, English liberals and the Bolsheviks
for destabilising the world order, with a comment about Einstein’s
recently published Theory of Relativity: ‘Einstein’s pronouncement is
only another little contribution to assisting the world towards flux and
disintegration’ (Ricketts, pp. 350–1). Yet Kipling’s vitriolic distrust of
the chaotic and of the malleability of time did not stop these characteristics from entering his fictional work. As J.M.S. Tompkins observed,
very often Kipling uses laughter and humour, energies that lie outside
of the world of reason, to enter the unreasonable but productive world
‘where logic and chance meet in the moves of a dance’ to conjure up
‘the moment of physical disorder [and] the inversion of human and official dignity’ (Tompkins 33).
In John Milton’s Paradise Lost, chaos and disorder are banished by
God to create an ordered and mathematically defined world of reason.1
According to Biblical tradition, chaos is a place apart from the ordered
world that mankind inhabits; a notion of chaos as ‘other’ which would
be deepened by Enlightenment idealisation of Reason. Modern chaos
theory, however, departs from this tradition by suggesting that chaos
is omnipresent in the world, and that rigid segregation between linear
and nonlinear, between order and chaos, is untenable.2 Drawing on
quantum mathematics and the study of nonlinear systems, modern theorists define ‘deterministic chaos’ as ‘unpredictable, apparently random
behaviour exhibited by a dynamical system governed by deterministic
laws.’3 ‘Deterministic chaos’ is meaningful, but exhibits behaviour
which is so complex that we do not understand it.
Kipling’s chaotic events are not necessarily a portent of death or
collapse, but can express the vitality of human life. Reading through
the lens of ‘deterministic chaos’ and ‘chaotic renewal’ allows us to see
Kipling’s late story ‘Aunt Ellen’ (Limits and Renewals,1932) as a depiction of a complex, progressive, evolving and self-organising modern
society that is in the process of renewal.
‘Aunt Ellen’ is a recognisably ‘modern’ story, in that it deals with
machines, mass communication in the form of public radio broadcasting and post-World War 1 society. Because it is relatively little
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known, a summary is useful. The plot is simple enough: the narrator,
driving ‘from the North to London, along the Eastern Counties’,
lunches near Grantham (Lincs.) with the elderly Miss Gillon, known to
her circle as Aunt Ellen, who asks him to take in his car her present of
an eiderdown and other small items, all stuffed into ‘an outsize pasteboard coffin’ (Limits 121), and deliver this to her old servant Prescott,
who now lives in the west London district of Hammersmith. The coffinlike parcel, which suggests the rituals of the passing of life into death
and a journey from one world to another, or perhaps a state of being
that is usually closed to men, proves too big for the narrator’s ‘twoseater’. Having tied it clumsily (‘with my gloves on’) to the back of the
car, he goes on ‘to dine at a seat of learning’ (unnamed, but obviously
Cambridge) and pick up a friend also dining there. The streets prove to
be full of undergraduates in ‘every manner of machine’ (p.122), one of
whom rams the car with his own – a collision explained by his ‘urbane’
companion by tipsiness (‘He’s been tuning in.’) The narrator finds his
friend Lettcombe, a former army officer who is now a film director, in
‘St Martin’s College’ (imaginary), and after further ‘tuning-in’ (123–4)
– i.e. indulging in strong drink4 – they set off for London. Lettcombe
talks about his enterprise, ‘Pan-Imperial Life-Visions’, which is to be
run in conjunction with the new American Hollywood, a place of
energies unparalleled, and inventions beyond our imaginings,
controlled by super-men who, having no racial prepossessions,
could satisfy the ‘mass-appetence’ of all the races who attend
‘Sinnymus’. (Limits 123)
Lettcombe can only describe this new form of western monoculture in
convoluted, meaningless, bastardised words such as ‘crypto-psychicapperceptiveness’ (Limits 124). Kipling’s ironic convoluted vocabulary
implies a form of madness, or at least stupidity. If one interprets ‘racial’
to include cultural as well as biological heritage, then the idea that this
combination would not imprint its complexity and nuances on any
human immersed within them is, for Kipling, untenable. There is a clear
rejection here of a universal monoculture that can be satisfied by global
consumerism. Cultural difference, Kipling implies, will or should resist
a consumerist ‘mass-appetence.’5
As the pair travel the empty road, their ‘coffin’ falls off the back
of the car, and the narrator gets out to retrieve it, witnessing a second
car, driven by the same tipsy undergraduate, running over the eiderdown and its contents and squashing them into a ‘longish lump’ (125)
which looks just like a shrouded corpse, before overturning into the
ditch. The only casualty is the undergraduates’ car, still just about
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driveable. The inebriated culprit ‘Phil’, who as his urbane passenger
‘Bunny’ explains is ‘in love’ and driving to find his beloved in Cadogan
Gardens, London (128), is deceived by the narrator, and Bunny who is
in on the jest, into believing that he has run over and killed a woman.
As the undergraduates travel slowly towards London in their damaged
car, with the narrator and Lettcombe driving behind, they encounter a
number of lorries and their drivers. There is also an innocent household
consisting of a ‘bungalow-man’ and his elderly mother, ‘the old lady of
the kimono’, who own a radio and are dragged into the story (133). In
the ‘outer suburbs of London’ (138) two policemen, a Sergeant and a
young, over-enthusiastic constable, become entangled in the jest. One
of the lorry drivers is accompanied by his foul-mouthed, sharp-tongued
spouse whom he calls ‘Maria’ (134), though anyone else brave enough
to address her uses the more formal ‘Mrs Shemahen’ (141).
These characters are engaged in, and influenced by, new forms of
economic activity which all contribute to a rather chaotic evolutionary
society that is in the process of being remade. This is a story in which,
for the space of a summer night, Kipling’s Demon of Mirth takes
control, banishing the normal world of order and sowing bafflement
and confusion to reveal a series of hidden relationships. It is a story of
collisions, between motor cars, classes, men and women, and above all
between order and disorder. Behind these chaotic events lies a deeper
set of relationships, of a shared experience of war, of mirth and work. It
is a masculine story, in which women exist only as shadowy figures that
cause the story to come into being – except for Mrs Shemahen who, like
the Kulu Sahiba in Kim, is a virtuoso of insult and seems to hold some
power over the men. Women frame the story; the tale opens with Miss
Gillon/Aunt Ellen and the female servant Saunders, carefully wrapping
an eiderdown and other domestic items into a strange coffin shaped
parcel. The car crash and the adventures along the road all seem to be
caused by Phil’s drunken desire to reach the love of his life ‘Doris’,
before midnight, yet she only appears distantly in the last two sentences
of the story, and even then barely recognises Phil behind his coating
of eiderdown feathers. It is worth noting the care that Aunt Ellen and
Saunders lavish on the package and the disrespect that the men attach
to it, nicknaming it ‘Aunt Ellen’ after its sender.
‘Aunt Ellen’ develops the idea of beneficial but intangible connections brought about by forms of humour introduced by Kipling’s earlier
poem ‘The Legend of Mirth’, first published alongside the comic story
‘The Horse Marines’ (1910). In this poem, the four Archangels Raphael,
Gabriel, Michael, and Azrael, whose ‘charge’ is to conduct the human
spirits into heaven, are relieved of the burden of self importance, originating from relentless zeal and duty, by a descent (or ascent) into mirth.
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They are moved into the realm of mirth and disorder by the chance intervention of a Seraph awaiting the call to a duty which is not exercised
often, ‘to make men mirth’ (24). Heaven, like the earthly world, would
appear to be a rather solemn place where laughter is unusual, unlike the
jolly pagan Olympus of the ancient world. Kipling’s ‘chance’ (divine
intervention?) dispatches the slumbering Seraph to the zealous archangels. The seraph is sly, approaching the subject of Mirth obliquely
and, in a Rabelaisian descent from the higher and nobler aspects of
the world, he ‘Prolused of humankind promiscuous’ (45).6 The seraph’s
tales are more Rabelaisian than Kipling’s, dealing explicitly with areas
of human life at which a respectable author could only hint:
Tales of the shop, the bed, the court, the street,
Intimate, elemental, indiscreet:
Occasion where Confusion smiting swift
Piles jest on jest as snow-slides pile the drift
Whence, one by one, beneath deriding skies,
The victims’ bare, bewildered heads arise (48–53)
(Pinney, Poems 2: 966)
The Seraph’s tales also include death, ‘the passing of the spirit, graced/
With humour blinding as the doom it faced’ (54–55) breaking the barrier
between death and laughter – ‘Stark tales of ribaldry that broke aside /
To tears, by laughter swallowed ere they dried –’ (56–57). The tears of
laughter are not from sadness or superiority or malice, but simply at the
incongruity of the events.
C. A. Bodelsen (1964) describes the breakdown of Kipling’s characters following a sequence of bizarre events, culminating in ‘an orgy
of uncontrollable mirth’, where they ‘roll on the ground, gasp, shriek
and groan, till they are on the point of suffocating’ (Bodelsen 11). This
resembles Malcolm Andrews’ argument in Dickensian Laughter that,
‘laughter undoes the self’ when order is replaced with extreme disorder
and the world is transformed into apparent chaos (Andrews 99). But
perhaps that chaos is really the norm and the carefully constructed
events in the stories are the path that leads to the borderland giving
access to this other world? Quoting from the poem ‘The Playmate’
which prefaces ‘Aunt Ellen’ (1932), Bodelsen continues:
The familiar scene is exposed to a kind of shock which for a brief
while makes it settle down into a pattern other than the accustomed
one. The narrator suddenly finds himself in a universe governed by
an internal logic other than that of his normal world, whose laws
are earnestness, order and duty. The cosmic powers have discarded
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their severe mask, and their innermost essence is shown, at least for
the moment, to be comic. (Bodelsen 9)
By placing ‘The Playmate’ immediately in front of ‘Aunt Ellen’ in
Limits and Renewals, Kipling suggests that something extraordinary is
about to happen.
When, finger on the pursed lip;
In secret, mirthful fellowship
She, heralding new-framed delights,
Breathes, ‘This shall be the Night of Nights!’
Then out of Time and out of space,
Is built an Hour and a Place
Where all an earnest, baffled Earth
Blunders and trips to make us mirth. (4–12)
(Pinney, Poems 2: 971)
The feminine playmate is the agent of a secret world, who leads her
follower to a world of mirth and of rules and codes that are alien to
earnest daylight world. It is this world of disorder and of misrule that
magically appears in ‘Aunt Ellen’, giving access to a deeply hidden
understanding of the way the universe operates, one that is quite
different from the normal world of ‘earnestness, order and duty’. J.M.S.
Tompkins, discussing Kipling’s late farces, differentiates this strange
world from the pure intellect and likewise identifies ‘Kipling’s [masculine] God of Mirth’, who residing in ‘the midriff in the physical delight
of laughter’ induces ‘a painful ecstasy’ but does not ‘administer any
code’.7 This is a bodily God, whose domain lies in the sensuous body,
and who is powerful enough to disrupt the rarefied world of the intellect
with disorderly laughter, which in another poem ‘The Necessitarian’,
erupts in a great climax that incapacitates the participants:
Till Laughter, voiceless through excess,
Waves mute appeal and sore,
Above the midriff’s deep distress,
For breath to laugh once more.
(Pinney, Poems 2: 760)
In a wider context, this is the unreasonable, chaotic world of Kipling’s
jest, a territory outside the realm of reason which can only be productively approached through laughter and humour.
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‘Aunt Ellen’ is most easily categorized as a farce, in that it is a text
of chaotic interactions and connections, where everything is connected
to everything else and nonsense seems to prevail. But in the intricate
web of connections that weave through the tale men and women seem
to remain separated, for at no time do Kipling’s men and women characters share a common laughter. The women in ‘Aunt Ellen’ do not
enter Kipling’s jest, but remain on the outside as if the jest, the place
of mirth is masculine territory. Tompkins points out that ‘no woman
shares the laughter in Kipling’s farces’ (Tompkins 36). Although in life,
‘women can certainly abandon themselves to laughter to an extreme
degree’,8 Kipling’s’ Heavenly Lark’ provokes laughter that is ‘gross’
and ‘that women find incomprehensible’. Kipling does grant his women
‘the mastery of scandalous and abjuratory language, which is one of the
hiding places of that power, but they do not rejoice with aching ribs in
the Heavenly Lark’. She cites the Neolithic Ladies in ‘How the First
Letter was Written’ who are offended, not amused, when their mistake
is shown up, for women ‘do not like the Heavenly Lark to be too expensive in property or dignity or pain’ and they ‘do not value it so highly.’
(Tompkins pp. 41–2) Kipling’s imagined world of women is opposed
to male humour and reason, as he states explicitly in ‘The Female of
the Species’, comparing Woman’s humourless tunnel vision with that
of Man: ‘Mirth obscene diverts his anger – Doubt and Pity oft perplex’
(23) and who ‘at war with Life and Conscience … uplifts his erring
hands/ ‘some God of Abstract justice – which no woman understands’
(Pinney vol. 3, 1137) Yet the excess of laughter that renders masculine participants helpless, originates from the feminine nymph in ‘The
Playmate’:
She is not Wisdom, but, maybe,
Wiser than all the Norns is She:
And more than Wisdom I prefer
To wait on Her, – to wait on Her!
(Pinney, Poems 2: 971)
Kipling’s nymph thus has a magical power over his male characters; she
can instigate a chain of events that sometimes explode into a glorious
ascent into laughter and happiness. In this condition Wisdom (perhaps
a synonym for reason) is banished for a short time, to be replaced by
a less definable state lying outside of reason, that nevertheless has a
greater wisdom of its own.
The men and women in ‘Aunt Ellen’ may have different senses of
humour and life roles, but they do have specific skills and they interact
with each other. The men each have their own specific crafts: lorry
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driving, films, wireless etc., while the women appear to be occupied
fully with the crafts and duties of home making (though Mrs Shemahen
also runs a chicken farm and therefore has a direct economic role as
well as being spouse to her lorry driving husband). The motor journey
in ‘Aunt Ellen’ is erratic; it is not a celebration of Marinetti’s aesthetic
of speed or power, but a journey of accidents.9 Kipling’s machines here
are defined by their deficiencies and vulnerabilities, rather than the
modern excellence and reliability of the motor cars in ‘The Vortex’ and
‘The Bull that Thought’. When, along the deserted road, the coffinwrapped present falls and is run over by the car containing the students
encountered earlier, order is usurped by disorder. It is a place where:
thought merges into Intuition and Prophecy, [where] my Demon
of Irresponsibility sang: – ‘I am with you once more! Stand back
and let Me take charge. This night shall also be One of the Nights.’
(Limits 125)
When Kipling’s Demon of mirth takes charge, the story develops into
a gigantic jest in revenge for the earlier ramming. The story revolves
around glorious incongruities and assumes farce-like proportions; the
deluded Phil is convinced that he has run over and killed some hapless
woman pedestrian, while the accident leaves the students’ car in a
battered condition:
The ditching had not improved the car, but she was still far from
contemptible. Her left fore-wheel inclined, on its stub-axle, towards
(technically speaking) the Plane of the Ecliptic; her radiator sweated
like Samson at Gaza; her steering-gear played like all Wordsworth’s
own daffodils; her swivelling head-light glared fixedly at the ground
beneath it like a Trappist monk under penance; but her crankinghandle was beyond comparison, because it was not there. (Limits
129)
Tompkins calls this passage, ‘self-pleasing arabesque’, which has ‘an
unexpectedness that can be found in Dickens, together with a literary
allusiveness which was outside his range’ (Tompkins 255–6). Kipling
then introduces another element to the developing jest:
A lorry passed the scene and enquired ‘how much of the road’ they
required: Lettcombe replied in the terms of the front-line of ’16; the
lorry hurled them back with additions from the same gory lexicon,
laughed pleasantly and went on. (Limits 126–7)
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The interchange of insults, using a secret language that discloses
hidden alliance and connections, is similar to the hurling of insults that
cement the relationship between the old Kulu lady and the Indian-born
English policeman Strickland on the Grand Trunk Road in Kim.10 In
‘Aunt Ellen’, the insult is brought to its pinnacle by the lorry driver’s
wife Mrs Shemahen (‘She-mayhem’?), who is an agent of disturbance,
a creature outside the normal reasonable world of men, for ‘they give
out she’s crazy’ (Limits 142). She opposes and criticizes the men like
the native women in ‘The Taking of Lungtungpen’ (1887) who laugh at
the naked soldiers, her verbal onslaught leaving the ‘Master Sergeant
Stinking Inspector General of Police…morally more naked than at
birth’, stripping the victim of his protective uniform and authority
(Limits 141–2). There is a kind of freemasonry in the insult or the jest, in
which privileged access to an interchange of riotous disorder connects
the participants in a special relationship, in which Mrs Shemahen is a
full participant. Noel Annan argued that the centre of Kipling’s world
was society, which he imagined as functioning through a network of
in-groups (Annan 325–6). Following this reasoning, participation in the
insult can be thought of as a means of identifying one of these groups
and locating its boundary. The hapless student Phil is outside of the jest,
or rather is its victim, while everyone else is part of the knowing group,
although all are under the thrall of Kipling’s disorderly demon.
A further incident of note occurs later when the cars are forced to
stop due to the overheating of Phil’s borrowed and battered car. The
stoppage is caused by pieces of silk, butter, hair oil, kidney and sundry
other items that, in escaping from the torn and damaged eiderdown
package, have blocked the car’s radiator and now smell of ‘crisped
flesh’ (Limits 131). (Perhaps these are symbolic tokens of a liberated
female spirit that opposes the escapades of the men and brings them
to a temporary halt?) An innocent householder is dragged in to supply
water, and he turns out to be a wireless enthusiast:
In democratic England, if you make noise enough in public,
someone, official or unofficial, will attend to your wants. While our
twin Klaxons were developing this theme, a man came out of a gate
in a hedge, and told us reproachfully that he had been sitting up
solely in order to catch ‘W.E.A.F.’ on the midnight hush. Lettcombe
said that at the present conjunction of the planets there was no
chance of this till crack of dawn. Instantly all arguments dissolved
into the babble of fellow imbeciles. (Limits 132–3)
Madness it seems is contagious: Lettcombe and the student driver,
who had been ‘tuning-in’ by drinking alcohol, join the bystander in
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a discussion of the propagation of medium-frequency radio signals.
By tuning-in via the new technology of wireless, they create a new
subgroup of ‘fellow imbeciles’. WEAF was a powerful radio station
in New York that under certain conditions could be heard in Europe.
It was the flagship station of AT&T Western Electric, later purchased
by the Radio Corporation of America, and formed a kingpin of the
RCA’s National Broadcasting Company’s red network. WEAF carried
a programming mix of light entertainment and commercial advertising
in a format which would have been quite different to that of the BBC
service (Hilmes 60–7).
The discussion by strangers, conducted by the roadside in the middle
of dark England, concerned a radio-propagation effect now known as
the ‘grey line’. This is the ability of medium and high frequency radio
signals to briefly achieve an extended range at the boundary between
day and night. The so-called grey line is a short phase during which
the chaotic behaviour of the reflecting ionosphere can be temporarily
strengthened by the different intensities of solar radiation along its
path – in this case, from the East coast of the USA to Europe. The
discussion concerns the question whether this effect is strongest at
the time of sunset in New York/ midnight in England) or midnight in
New York/ sunrise in Europe. This brief instant can be thought of as
some kind of magical time, on the boundary between day and night,
and a period when reflections are bounced across the world from the
discontinuities of the ionosphere. The ‘imbeciles’ attempting to listen
to WEAF are akin to spiritualist mediums tuning-in to another world,
but the world they are engaging with is not occult but material: it the
culture of commercial America, leaking into the conservative world
of middle-class England by courtesy of the chaotic ionosphere. They
are eavesdropping on reflections which bypass official methods of
communication, imperceptibly connecting across cultures in random
and indefinable ways.
Anybody who could afford a wireless set, or could build one, could
participate in this process of connecting up, and this illustrates a facet
of individualism and fragmentation working in the process of change.
The isolated individual in his roadside cottage is able to eavesdrop upon
the other side of the world, if only transiently, bypassing ‘official’ channels and imperceptibly adding to the leakage between cultures. In ‘Aunt
Ellen’, the experimental apparatus which required skilled operation to
receive Morse code in Kipling’s 1902 story ‘Wireless’ has been transformed into a consumer product that anyone can operate, bringing radio
programs with speech and music, from Britain and beyond, directly into
the ordinary home. In contrast to the technical details of the ‘Hertzian
waves’ in the earlier story, by 1932 a detailed description to explain the
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technology of wireless to the reader was unnecessary since wireless,
like the motor car and moving pictures, was within the daily experience
of the reading classes.11 For Kipling, advancement in technology from
the magnetic coherer activating a sensitive relay to the amplifying thermionic valve driving a loudspeaker was no longer important; it was the
effect on society of this consumer product that interested him.
The WEAF episode shows how the world of Kipling’s late fiction
had changed from the closed world of Victorian England and the Indian
Raj. It is now a more open and porous world, where cross-cultural
contact is not limited to seaports, the armed services or the colonial
services, but occurs in the very heart of England, even if pursued by
‘imbeciles’, who exist in an alternative, random, chaotic, even demonic
culture. Kipling’s fictional world has changed from the colonially determined world of the sahib and the native into one which is fluid and
seemingly chaotic, a world driven by indeterminate economic energy,
and it is the world of modernity.
‘Aunt Ellen’ revolves around connections between motor technology, the radio, economic enterprise, the war, family, men and women
and an intangible sense of belonging. This is a world of apparent chaos,
Kipling’s world of the night where his Demon has taken charge and
order has apparently been banished, but Kipling’s chaos acts through
the products of capitalism. The motor car; the independent lorry driver
making a living delivering produce to the great capital; Kipling’s irritating companion Lettcombe, an agent of the film-making industry of
Hollywood and finally the mysterious radio station WEAF, a flagship
of the great Radio Corporation of America – all these existed and could
only exist through the accumulation of capital. The effect of modern
capital permeates every part of Kipling’s story.
In a Rabelaisian dénouement, the forces of order (the luckless
police) and the lovelorn student Phil, are finally brought under the influence of Kipling’s Demon of chaotic mirth, being overwhelmed in flying
feathers from Aunt Ellen’s eiderdown.
The Sergeant, as advised, had kept out of the picture, and so had
been able to see exactly how it was done. He sat at the base of the
lamp-post at the crossing of the arterial road by-pass, and hugged its
standard with both arms. After repeated inquiries, none of which he
was able to answer, because he could not speak, we left him there,
while the Policeman persisted in trying to moult. (Limits 145)
‘Laughter undoes the self’ (Andrews, 99), but here it is also sign of a
fertile disorder. Kipling’s demonic chaos of the night has overturned
established order and revealed something new, a mesh of hidden
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connections and interdependencies between individual members of a
culture in a period of great change and uncertainty. This is perhaps a
picture of Kipling’s imagined modern society, apparently random and
developing: a society which is inclusive and has space for the free
individual. ‘Aunt Ellen’ is a hopeful and inclusive story, where bitterness has been excluded to be replaced by a playful, joyful and innocent
revenge that is likely to reduce the reader ‘To tears, by laughter swallowed ere they dried.’12
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NOTES
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7
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9
10

11
12

See Milton, Paradise Lost Book VII 174–5.
See Harriet Hawkins’ discussion of deterministic chaos (Hawkins 1–2). ; Also see
Katherine Hayles’s opening discussion on chaos and literature. (Hayles 1–12)
“chaos, n.” OED Online. Oxford University Press, June 2017. Web. 19 August
2017.
“Tuning in” sounds like the tuning in of early wireless sets, but here is slang for
the consumption of alcohol. See John McGivering’s notes to ‘Aunt Ellen’, <http://
www.kiplingsociety.co.uk/rg_auntellen_notes.htm>. Accessed 13 March 2017.
Kipling’s criticism of ‘mass-appetence’ here resembles Adorno’s later rejection
of a modern mass culture inextricably aligned to materialism and consumerism.
See Adorno, The Culture Industry: Selected Essays on Mass Culture. Ed. J. M.
Bernstein. London: Routledge, 2001.
‘Prolused’ appears to be Kipling’s coinage , meaning ‘to give an introductory discourse’; “proluse, v.” OED Online. Oxford University Press, June 2017.
Accessed 19 August 2017.
Tompkins 36.
Tompkins 42.
See Blum, Cinzia Sartini. The Other Modernism: F.T. Marinetti’s Futurist Fiction of
Power. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996.
See Doyle, Peter, and Julian Walker. Trench Talk: Words of the First World War.
Stroud: The History Press, 2012, for one explanation of an alternate ‘slang’
language arising from the 1914–1918 war. The policeman in Kim is Strickland who
appears earlier in “Miss Youghal’s Sais” (Plain Tales from the Hills 27–34), and
“The Return of Imray” (Life’s Handicap 260–277).
It is estimated that by 1930 there were five million wireless sets in Britain. See
http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/wml/exhibitions/thebeatgoeson/thebeatgoesonline/newsounds/radio/music.aspx accessed 30 October 2018
Kipling ‘The Legend of Mirth’, Pinney 966
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RUDYARD KIPLING’S UNCOLLECTED
JOURNALISM PART 6
Edited by THOMAS PINNEY
1. THE HISTORY OF AN EVENING PARTY

Civil and Military Gazette, 17 February 1886
[British India was visited by many sorts of entertainers – travelling theater companies,
musicians, conjurers, popular lecturers, and the like. Reviewing their performances was
one of Kipling’s regular jobs; sometimes he encountered an interesting surprise, such
as that described in “An Evening Party”. The “Remenyi” of the opening sentence is
Eduard Rémenyi (1828–98), celebrated Hungarian violinist, who began an around-theworld concert tour in 1886. T.P.]

*

*

*

(From a Correspondent)
Lahore evidently regards thought-reading as Allahabad regarded M.
Remenyi’s music and has avoided Mr. Wagner’s thought-reading séances
with rare unanimity. Last night the sight of the Railway Theatre was
enough to break a lessee’s heart. Careful investigation, it is true, revealed
an audience; but it was not exactly a big one, and it departed at the end
of twenty minutes. To all appearance the Thought Reading Séance had
ended in the most complete fiasco on record. If Mr. Wagner had hanged
himself on one of the chandeliers or dashed out his brains by diving
through a “trap” in the stage, the tragic situation could hardly have been
improved. But Mr. Wagner did not commit suicide nor – which is far
more surprising – did he unburden himself of the subject of Lahore audiences. With a happy audacity he announced, to a most Select Audience
(it could have been put into one dog-cart1 without seriously inconveniencing the horse) that the performance as advertised was done with;
that in its place he was delighted to welcome the Select Audience, above
mentioned, to an “evening party” and so passed naturally and pleasantly
from Manager to Host; putting aside all reference to the audience and
turning the echoing stage into a drawing room. Conversation naturally
turned on the subject of thought-reading. “Cumberland’s2 method is
writing figures thought of on a black-board, with the thinker’s hand on
his own.” “And that is some sort of help?” “Of course – a man’s hand
must give indications under those circumstances. “ “Then your method
of thinking numbers is quicker?” “Undoubtedly – shall I show you?
Get a coin and look at the date.” The Select Audience unearthed a rupee
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with the date, 1877, almost obliterated, while the Host was being blindfolded by Mr. Benson – another Host at that most original evening party.
Returning when the coin had been pocketed, Mr. Wagner pressed the
back of the hand of the Select Audience on his own forehead, and begged
it to think the value of the coin. It thought and in something under ten
seconds Mr. Wagner murmured: – “One rupee – think of the date, number
by number.” In another five seconds the Host had stated the number
correctly, and pronounced the Select Audience a good “medium.” “I’ll
try a more difficult experiment with you later on. In the mean time let us
have some music.” An uncommonly good topical song – as a rule topical
songs are terrible – by Mr. Benson followed and thereafter some conversation on the theory of topical songs, the choice of encore verses and the
blind chance that governs the reception of “hits.” “There is a science,
though, in fitting topical songs” said the second host, “and then again
you find all your theories about them upset by a good song falling flat on
an audience you have misjudged.” This professional digression was put
an end to by a burst of Offenbach from the piano where the hostess and
Mr. Wagner were playing a brilliant duet. “Suppose we try an experiment
outside the drawing room – down there” said he pointing to the lines
of benches. “Hide something there, settle that I am to find it, and put it
somewhere else. Only let me know what the thing hidden is.” A match
box was selected and shown to Mr. Wagner who retired up the drawing
room. The box was then hidden under a hat in the body of the hall and the
Select Audience decided that it should be taken thence to the extreme end
of the room, and put on a ledge which was really the check-taker’s table.
Disguise the bare fact of the theatre ever so much, the lines of benches
were still very hard to manœuvre in, about, and over – particularly when
the spirit moved Mr. Wagner to dash violently up a row dragging the
Select Audience with him. Its hand was upon Mr. Wagner’s massive hand
and that was the only part of its body which did not suffer by contact with
the furniture. The test was a brilliant and unqualified success. There was
an interval, for the exercise made one thirsty, followed by music and a
return to the subject of topical songs and comic lectures.
Apropos of this latter subject, a daring burlesque of a well known
war correspondent was given by Mr. Benson with a “go” and verve
that the rolling echoes of the empty hall could not damp in the least.
“That again” said Mr. Benson, as he staggered into a chair, after being
shot to the heart by an invisible enemy, “is uncertain and requires local
modifications.”
Ere the Hosts would suffer the Select Audience to depart, they were
resolved to mystify it by a spurious thought reading.
“Now this is a trick” said Mr. Wagner blindfolding Mr. Benson,
putting him in a chair and placing himself immediately behind him.
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“Second sight-seeing of course is done by an understood code when the
confederates talk to each other. In our case we don’t speak.” He touched
in perfect silence several articles in the drawing-room and pressed, still
in silence, Mr. Benson’s hand to his forehead. In each case the blindfolded host gave answer, correctly describing the articles touched. “A
fraud of course” announced Mr. Wagner smiling, “but it’s not easy to
find out.” It would have been ungracious to think of such a thing.
So the evening party came to a pleasant ending, and then some
reference was made to the audience who never came. “Oh those!” said
Mr. Wagner. “I’m sorry – for them.” And the Select Audience on its
homeward way echoed the sentiments of its Host.
2. A DOCTOR ON DRINK

Civil and Military Gazette, 5 March 1886
[Kipling’s approval of the permissive doctor is attractive. The directions about diet are
very much in 19th century mode: “You must not take sherry if your digestion is weak”,
”Never eat pickles with bread” and the like, seem merely fantastic prohibitions.T.P.]

From time to time, medical men rise up to condemn nearly everything upon the Englishman’s dinner-table, as tending to interfere with
the “digestive processes.” Their unholy knowledge of other people’s
internal fitments makes these mentors despots, whom it is well to
depose; and Professor Sir Robert Williams deserves the thanks of all
good men – that is to say all who take pleasure in their daily meat and
drink – for his recently published conclusions on “food accessories and
their influence on digestion.” By accessories he means stimulants and
condiments. You may drink, says this amiable professor, beer and be
the better for it. Brandy, whisky and gin will do you little harm, used at
meals to the ordinary extent. Sherry, hock and claret are best mixed with
effervescent water. Soda water is “highly commendable, as it greatly
mitigates or wholly obviates the retarding influences” of claret and the
other liquors on digestion. However, if you are a person of very weak
digestive powers, you must not take sherry. It “trebles the time of digestion” – an important consideration in a world which forbids a man to sit
still like an anaconda after a meal. Champagne is a kindly drink, and has
a “less retarding effect than hock or sherry.” Generally speaking, sparkling wines are more wholesome than still ones. Tea is bad; so is coffee;
and so, in a less degree, is cocoa. Beef tea is a fraud – merely useful as
a stimulant, for it contains no nourishment and checks digestion. Never
eat pickles with bread. This is an unwholesome meal and will make
you wretched afterwards. Results so eminently satisfactory, coming at
the beginning of the hot weather, deserve consideration. Avoiding tea,
coffee and cocoa, drinking gin-tonics, hock and soda, and as much good
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champagne as his income permits, the man at present blessed with an
active and healthy digestion may fare well and happily from April to
September. Sir Robert Williams is a doctor among thousands.
3. ON CHITRAL

Civil and Military Gazette, 9 April 1886
The Nizam-ool-Mulk, heir apparent of Chitral, at present in Lahore, is
son of Aman-ool-Mulk; who holds sway over the little-known lands
which lie between Gilgit and the mysterious country of Kaffiristan. At
a liberal estimate the people of Chitral number under a quarter of a
million – split up into scores of clans, tribes and subtribes – and the
capital of the Kingdom is made up of five or six villages scattered on
a hill-side. The King governs after the good old fashion, by the light
that is in him, and unshackled by court or tribunal. Taxation is heavy,
but confined exclusively to one class of the inhabitants who pay in
sheep, butter, honey and blankets; besides a tithe of their agricultural
produce. The State revenue is further augmented by the monopoly of
the sale of trained hawks and falcons sold in Chitral and brought down
by merchants to the Punjab. Peshawur, Kabul and Badakshan are aware
of the beauty of the women of Chitral; and to the present day a modified form of slavery continues there for the supply of the Kabul and
Badakshan harems. The genealogy of the ruling house of Chitral – the
Kaloore – is a long and blood stained one. The rulers of the country are
wont to divide the kingdom during their life-time among the family,
to the furtherance of intrigue and bloodshed; for the archives of the
State show a long record of treachery committed by son against father,
and brother against brother. On his return to his own people, we may
anticipate that the Nizam-ool-Mulk will be regarded as one of the first
speakers in the land of the thing which is not. He has discovered, to
his amazement, that the sea is salt, and that there are more things in
British territory than are dreamt of in the philosophy of Chitral. That his
friends will believe the wonders he tells there, is not likely. Even when
an enlightened Punjabi goes down to the City of Palaces, he holds his
peace when he returns, and forbears to speak of steam-boats, or bridges
that break in two several times a day. “My people,” says he, “have never
seen these things; and they would of course call me a liar.”
NOTES
1
2

‘Dog-cart’: light horse-drawn vehicle for one man and his dog.
Stuart Cumberland, pseudonym of Charles Garner (1857–1922), celebrated
“mentalist” and author of, among other things, A Thought-Reader’s Thoughts,
London, 1888.
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A NEW KIPLING LETTER
[Mr John Day has discovered this previously unknown letter from Rudyard Kipling to
Mrs Bisland, tucked into his father’s second-hand copy of Kim, and has kindly allowed
the Kipling Journal to reproduce it. We thank Mr Day for his generosity. Ed.]

Image of the letter
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Transcription and notes
101, Earls Court Road1
[no date]
Dear Miss Bisland2,
My manners arenot [sic] pretty – but then my health isn’t either. I’m
just between a voyage and a voyage and distracted by doctors – besides
looking very ugly – in the English sense of the word.3
I’ll do my bestest to pay up like a man but if I’m a defaulter its [sic]
not my manners that are to blame this time. Don’t you wish that you
had been eating strawberries and cream at Long Island this June – same
as me – and yatching [sic], and crab hunting – and buggy-driving and
sitting out on the stoop watching the fire-flies?
Sincerely yours
Rudyard Kipling

EDITOR’S NOTE This letter though undated was evidently written during

(1890–1), when Rudyard Kipling lived in London, growing famous but
suffering from burn-out, loneliness and a mental breakdown. When his
parents Lockwood and Alice, alerted by his sister Trix to their son’s
condition, came to London in May 1890 on a long visit to help him,4
Kipling, according to Thomas Pinney, ‘came for all practical purposes
to reside at 101 Earl’s Court Road’,5 the address on this letter.
Elizabeth Bisland, the addressee, was an American journalist, then
living in London. The letter’s complaints of illness are borne out by
Kipling’s unwontedly careless handwriting and the phrase ‘between a
voyage and a voyage’, echoing his own lines on the Indian peasant’s
miserable existence, ‘a long-drawn question/ Between a crop and a
crop.’6 Both the phrase and the memories of Long Island in June show
that the letter was written between Kipling’s return from the May 1891
trip to New York with his uncle Harry Macdonald and his departure
for New Zealand via the Cape of Good Hope on 22 August.7 Kipling’s
letter to Meta de Forest (23 July 1891) mentions his stay at Syosset,
Long Island, where the de Forests had a house.8 Another letter to Miss
Bisland (13 August 1891) asks for her help in publicising the paintings of ‘one of your compatriots … Miss Elizabeth Nourse’ and ends
melodramatically ‘I’ll pay the debt to you if I live’.9 Miss Bisland
seems to have obliged; writing hastily before he departs, Kipling apologises for not having thanked her, explaining that he is a ‘defaulter…
distracted by doctors’, and about to go abroad. The boast of enjoying
Long Island’s summer pleasures looks egocentric and distinctly tactless
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when addressed to a New York American in London. Together with the
published letters, this shows both Kipling’s fragility and his friendship
for American women during the summer of 1891.
NOTES
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

101 Earls Court was the address of Lockwood and Alice Kipling on their 1891 visit
to Rudyard in London. See also note 5.
Miss Bisland: American journalist, editor of Cosmopolitan magazine, now mainly
remembered for competing with Nelly Bly’s 1890 journey eastwards around the
globe (Bisland went westwards and came second). In May 1890, she went to
London as correspondent to the Cosmopolitan from London and Paris. In October
1891, she married Charles W. Wetmore and moved with him to New York.
‘Ugly’ can mean either (i) unattractive or (ii) menacing, sinister or unpleasant (as
in ‘the situation is growing ugly’). Presumably Kipling’s usage of the second or
‘English sense of the word’ referred to his own mental state at the time.
Andrew Lycett Rudyard Kipling (Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 2015), pp. 284–5.
Thomas Pinney (ed.) Letters of Rudyard Kipling Vol. II, 1899–1899 (Basingstoke,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), p.33 n. 2.
Kipling ‘The Masque of Plenty’, Thomas Pinney ed. The Complete Poems of
Rudyard Kipling (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2013), Vol I p. 78.
Lycett p. 318.
Kipling to Meta de Forest, Pinney (ed.) Letters Vol. II, p.37.
Kipling to Elzabeth Bisland, Pinney (ed.) Letters Vol II p. 41.
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MEMBERSHIP NOTES
JUNE 2019
NEW MEMBERS

It is my great pleasure to publicly welcome and introduce the following
new members of the Kipling Society:
Robert Chandler (London)
Pierre Assouline (Neuilly-sur-Seine)
John McBratney (Ohio)
Michael Springate (Berkshire)
MEMBERSHIP FEES

Members are required to pay an annual fee to fund the Society’s activities. Details of the current individual membership fees (which were
raised in January 2016) are available on the back cover of this edition
of the Journal. Please check to ensure that you are paying the correct
amount, depending on your postal region (the UK, Europe or the rest
of the world), your means of payment (standing order, PayPal, cheque
or bank transfer) and the currency in which you choose to pay (pounds
sterling, euros or US dollars). Special rates are available for young,
joint and corporate members.
When contacting or making payments to the Society, please quote
your four-digit membership number, which you will find on the address
label accompanying your Journal.
A reminder of the renewal date for your subscription will be printed
in red ink on the address label accompanying your copy of the Journal
immediately preceding that date. If you pay by standing order and wish
to continue your membership, you need take no further action.
If you pay your subscription by cheque, please note that it may not
be lodged immediately to the Society’s account, but may be retained for
a short while in order to be lodged with a number of other cheques. You
will however receive an email confirming the receipt of your cheque.
CONTACT DETAILS

If you have any membership-related queries, please feel free to contact
me by email at ksmemsec@outlook.com or by post at Keylands,
Burwash, East Sussex TN19 7HP. In order to keep our membership
database up to date and to ensure that you continue to receive your copy
of The Kipling Journal by post and of our periodic newsletter by email,
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I would be grateful if you could advise me as soon as possible of any
changes to your contact details (mailing address, email or telephone
number) or if, regrettably, you decide for whatever reason to discontinue your membership of the Society.
Fiona Renshaw
Membership Secretary
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KIPLING IN VIETNAM:
REHABILITATING AMERICAN
IMPERIALISM IN JOHN HUSTON’S
THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING
By VIVIAN KAO
[Dr Vivian Kao is Assistant Professor in the Department of Humanities at Lawrence
Technological University, in Southfield, Michigan, USA. Her articles on Victorian
literature, cinema, and pedagogy have appeared in Genre, Literature/Film Quarterly,
The Victorian, and Composition Forum. Ed.]

Although John Huston’s The Man Who Would Be King does not directly
reference the Vietnam War, it should be viewed as a Vietnam War film
that seeks to rehabilitate the United States’ image as a powerful and
beneficent empire. The film’s twenty-five-year production history and
final release in 1975, the year of Saigon’s fall, reveals its evolution from
adventure flick to anti-war commentary that nevertheless remains prowestern-imperialist. By using the British Empire of the past to comment
on America’s empire of the film’s present, Huston’s film shows how
period adaptations manage to be of their time by taking viewers out
of their time, and that to intervene in contemporary socio-political
discourse, a film would do well to depict the past.
The source text of Huston’s film, Rudyard Kipling’s 1888 short story
of the same title, drew upon a larger national discourse surrounding the
figure of Alexander the Great and what the Victorians perceived as his
dual mission to conquer and improve the east – a mission they saw
themselves as inheriting;1 where Alexander had failed, they would take
up the torch. But Britain would repeat the ancient empire’s downfall,
for Britain had lost its nineteenth-century empire after the twentieth
century’s two world wars. Huston’s adaptation suggests that the United
States made it part of its own manifest destiny to step into Britain’s
place to become the third iteration of the west’s mission to conquer and
civilize Asia.
“Manifest destiny,” a phrase coined to describe America’s westward expansion across its own continent, also signified “belief in their
[Americans’] obligation to export their benefits to less privileged civilizations abroad” (Karnow12). In the late nineteenth century, Americans
saw manifest destiny as something very different from earlier European
colonialism. The US did not need foreign raw materials or markets
because it could rely on its own vast natural and human resources.
Furthermore, America was founded on the principle of opposing colonialism, and its own history as a former British colony led to the belief
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that America would never inflict a yoke on others that it had struggled so hard to throw off. But this unique and sacred responsibility to
bring modernity to the world in the form of democracy and freedom
became ever more blurred with the need to become the most dominant
geopolitical power in the world – in other words, improvement began
to necessitate conquest.
The rhetoric of US leaders reflected this belief that conquest and
improvement could, and must, work together, and that the lofty goal of
improvement itself would justify its earlier violent phase. After a violent
late nineteenth century, in which the US defeated Spain in the SpanishAmerican War (1898), and annexed Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico, and
the Philippines, US leaders emphasized the beneficent role the US
would play in the twentieth century. Woodrow Wilson, for instance, did
not imagine that any country besides the US could “make the world safe
for democracy” (Karnow 12). Looking toward the second half of the
twentieth-century, Franklin D. Roosevelt maintained that “international
postwar peace and stability would depend on America’s global leadership” (Karnow 12). Although the European colonies would achieve
independence throughout the latter half of the twentieth century, they
would, American leaders hoped, be shepherded by the US politically
and economically, as well as spiritually and morally – by force, if
necessary.
The continuation and broadening of the British imperial project in
Asia by the Americans was enjoined by Kipling himself in “The White
Man’s Burden” (1899). The poem exhorted Americans to become
the kind of beneficent and responsible imperial administrators in the
Philippines that Kipling believed the British were in their own colonies.2 If Alexander and the British Empire had both failed to break Asia
from its barbaric and backward traditions and usher it into the modern
world, then surely, western imperialism’s third try to improve the east
would succeed. Indeed, America seemed best positioned to do so as
the most geographically west of western powers, the most temporally
“new,” and the most industrially progressive. As the US emerged from
the Second World War, it seemed poised to take up the torch of two
former imperial powers in Asia.
The Vietnam War, however, brought into question America’s ability
to conquer all those to whom it felt destined to bring progress and
enlightenment.3 For the first time since its birth as a nation, the US
lost a war to a foreign power – and not just any foreign power, but
a band of guerilla peasants employing methods that looked primitive
at best compared with American military technology. But with defeat
came a public reconsideration of what it meant to “win” or ‘lose” a
war that claimed so much from both sides. Winning did not differ
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much from losing, if, either way, young men died terrible deaths, went
missing forever, or returned home traumatized and disabled, unable to
reintegrate into society. Furthermore, advances in photographic and
televisual technology made more possible than ever before Americans’
consumption of images of war violence as documented by war journalists. Americans were confronted with a sense of national guilt for
their role in creating such images as “the napalm girl,” “the immolated
monk,” and the bullet-to-the-head execution of the North Vietnamese
soldier – images that became iconic emblems of what an American
empire cost.4 In the wake of such utter defeat, both moral and military,
it became imperative to find a way to save American imperialism and
its improvement project.
John Huston found the antidote to America’s quest for self-validation in Kipling’s The Man Who Would Be King. Huston’s adaptation
presents an interesting study in America’s changing understanding of
its imperial role. Like Kipling, Huston manages to separate the imperial project from the imperialists themselves, and while condemning
the former, he is able to condone, and at times even lionize, the latter.
The film suggests that although western imperialism may fail to bring
enlightenment to the “savages,” it remains a worthwhile endeavor for
its ability to transform the imperialists themselves into humanitarians,
or at least into men nobler in deed and spirit than how they began.
The film redirects the recipient of improvement’s beneficence from the
colonized to the colonizers themselves, and in so doing answers the
question of how to save the narrative of a good US empire.
Beginning as a classic 1950s Hollywood action film set in an
exotic location, The Man Who Would Be King subsequently became
a tribute to British imperial adventure films; then a critique of imperialism itself; and finally, by the mid-1960s, a critique of specifically
American imperialism. Throughout this metamorphosis, the film also
increasingly emphasised how imperial adventure shapes the character
of imperialists themselves.5 The production history of The Man Who
Would Be King reveals a film formed over a period coinciding with
America’s transition from undefeated superpower to humbled giant, for
Huston began thinking about the project in the early 1950s, although
the film did not see its release until 1975. In 1954, he began working
on a screenplay with Peter Viertel, with whom he had worked on The
African Queen (1951), which was set in East Africa, 1914. This first
draft turned Kipling’s British working-class soldiers into Americans, a
decision that alludes to one of Kipling’s presumed inspirations for his
characters, the explorer Josiah Harlan (1799–1871), the first American
in Afghanistan. Harlan travelled across the northern part of the country
in the first half of the nineteenth century and was proclaimed King
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by members of the indigenous tribes (Rabel 111–112).6 At this stage,
Huston planned to cast Humphrey Bogart as Danny and Clark Gable
as Peachey. Neither was willing to commit to the project, however, and
Huston turned his attention instead to making Moby Dick (1955). By
the end of that project, he had signed on the Scottish writer Aeneas
MacKenzie to continue writing The Man Who Would Be King, and
MacKenzie contributed much of the witty dialogue that remained in the
final draft of the screenplay. With MacKenzie, the film acquired a subtle
warning against US imperialism, using the fate of the British Empire
as an allegory for the fall of all world powers (Chapman and Cull 157).
Bogart’s death in 1957 prompted Huston to recast yet again, this
time with Clark Gable and Cary Grant, using Grant to give The Man
Who Would Be King the feel of a tribute to Gunga Din (1939), a feeling
that remains in the final version through the character of Billy Fish
(Beckerman 184). In 1960, however, Gable died, as did MacKenzie
two years later. Huston replaced MacKenzie with Anthony Veiller, with
whom he had worked on his World War Two documentaries made for
the US War Department, and the lead actors with Richard Burton and
Marlon Brando. By this point, the script called for Peachey and Danny
to kill one another after turning against each other. Film historians James
Chapman and Nicholas J. Cull read this change as reflecting the sense
that “the imperial adventure of Vietnam was opening bitter divisions
within American society,” and that “there was obvious contemporary
parallel for a plot in which an imperial dream was destroyed by the fact
that it divided the imperialists” (159).7
In 1970, producer John Foreman saw the potential of the film to
participate in the Vietnam-era “buddy film” genre. Foreman, who
produced Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, encouraged Huston to
revive what seemed like the ultimate dead-end project. Huston again
thought of the film as a tribute, this time to Butch Cassidy rather than
Gunga Din, emphasizing the director’s turn in the film’s late stages
toward using the movie as an allegory for American rather than British
imperialism. Huston asked Paul Newman and Robert Redford to reprise
their roles in his movie, but Newman declined, saying, “For Christ’s
sake John, get Connery and Caine” (Chapman and Cull 161). The final
casting of Sean Connery as Danny and Michael Caine as Peachey
allowed Huston to use The Man Who Would Be King to explore lives
lived on the margins of Empire through Connery’s Scottishness and
Caine’s Cockney identity, both played up in the film.8
The final screenplay was co-written by Huston himself and Gladys
Hill, with whom he had worked on eight previous films (Glance 102).
According to Huston, the final script incorporated many elements of
the former scripts but remained more faithful to the original source text
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(Glance 91). Jonathan Glance notes that “although the variant screenplays of The Man Who Would Be King…are not [currently] accessible,
Huston does mention some changes that differentiate this November
15, 1974, version from the previous ones that apparently followed the
expectations and clichés of the films of their day” (92). For instance,
in one of the previous scripts, both men were to fall in love with the
same woman, Roxane (Shakira Caine), a plot element Huston did not
favor; thus, “Huston and Hill replaced the ‘boy-girl romance’ with more
of a buddy-picture bromance, a change incidentally more faithful to
Kipling’s protagonists” (92). Huston’s and Hill’s version of the script
was also responsible for adding Kipling into the film as a character,
played by Christopher Plummer (92). Huston had read and loved
Kipling’s works since childhood. In a 1965 interview, Huston said that
the first script of The Man Who Would Be King was based on his reading
of Kipling’s story at age twelve or thirteen and the impressions the story
made on him (Glance 93). These impressions may help to explain why
the film began its long production life as a high adventure drama – of
the sort that would appeal to an adolescent boy – and only eventually
develop into a commentary on American imperialism as the mature
director’s mind worked over its childhood recollections.
The film’s evolution alongside the history of America’s status in
Vietnam provides the context in which we should view the film’s argument that the experience of conquest is improving for the imperialists
themselves because it brings out the dormant moral goodness necessary to turn the conqueror into a genuine improver. In his discussion
of “real and disguised westerns,” Robert B. Ray writes that many of
Classic Hollywood’s genre movies were “thinly camouflaged westerns”
– genres such as the gangster movie, the musical, and the screwball
comedy all deployed the “outlaw hero--official hero confrontation” as a
central motif (72). If the pure western “reassured its audience about the
permanent availability of both sets of values” and negated the necessity to choose between the maverick’s solitary freedom and the family
man’s social responsibility, the disguised versions peddled variations
of “the same story [that] allayed other anxieties left unresolved by the
frontier mythology’s influence on the various sectors of American experience” (75). Ray’s thematic paradigm suggests that we read Hollywood
films not only for what they say (for plot, setting, and obvious generic
markers) but for the broader cultural narratives about America’s place
and exceptionalism in which they might participate. Thus, just as we
can identify real and disguised westerns, we might also look for real
and disguised Vietnam War films, films made by Hollywood during
the Vietnam War that share qualities, preoccupations, or comment on
themes espoused in “pure” Vietnam War films.
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The Man Who Would Be King resembles both the pro-war propaganda of Vietnam films like John Wayne’s The Green Berets (1968)
and the anti-war Vietnam dramas of the late 1970s such as Hal Ashby’s
Coming Home (1978) and Michael Cimino’s The Deer Hunter (1978).9
Huston’s celebration of how the adventure of western imperialism
conducted in Asia could turn men into “kings,” in spirit anyway, recalls
the portrayal of the Green Berets as supermen in Wayne’s film. Made
as an attempt to recharge flagging public support for the Vietnam War,
The Green Berets presents an image of the kind of dignified masculinity that is supposed to come from being a soldier.10 In the first half
of The Man Who Would Be King, Danny and Peachey fit right in with
Wayne’s action men who effect change in Asia rather than endlessly
deliberating its moral consequences. Danny and Peachey are portrayed
as resourceful and fearless individuals whose ingenuity and loyalty
to one another mitigates their violence and cultural insensitivity. The
extreme long and wide-angle shots that portray their journey from
Lahore up the Khyber Pass, through Afghanistan and into Kafiristan,
for instance, depict them as two tiny figures, alone against the inhospitable (but incredibly beautiful) terrain, with only their wits and each
other to rely on.11 The film’s use of wide-angle and extreme long shots
to diminish the bodies but enlarge the spirits of the protagonists makes
it easy to forget that their journey is associated with the British Empire
at all. Individual heroism becomes a proxy for state conquest so subtly,
and indeed, through such spectacular cinema, that the pair’s conquering
intentions nearly drop off the map.
Even when the Empire is directly referenced, the film focuses on
the ways in which serving in the Empire improves young men – by
increasing their courage and allowing them to form bonds of brotherhood they would not otherwise form. When the adventurers find that
“their bridges have been burnt, so to speak,” as Peachey says (referring
to the crumbling of the ice bridge they walked over to enter Kafiristan),
they take shelter in a cave and wait to freeze to death. The scene,
shot as a two-shot of the men sitting next to each other, focuses on
the bond between them and redefines the project of imperial conquest
as the cultivation of fraternity.12 In the shot-reverse-shot sequence that
follows, they muse on what a shame it is, “our getting so close and not
making it.” As they continue to reminisce about the memorable events
of their service, their laughter mounts until it causes an avalanche that
fills in the crevasse which the crumbling of their ice bridge had created,
allowing them to cross into Kafiristan after all. The familiar refrain of
“The Minstrel Boy,” which functions throughout the film as the duo’s
fight song, fills the soundtrack as Peachey says, “Danny! We can get
on!” Their loyalty to one another and positive attitude literally creates a
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path that leads them out of a hopeless situation. The scene exemplifies
the film’s argument that conquest’s adventuring spirit improves those
with enough pluck to have it in the first place.
While the film portrays imperial conquest as beneficial to the
imperialists, its treatment of the civilizing mission in relation to
the conquered is much more critical. Throughout the first half, the
discourse of improvement acts as a running joke. After the duo’s first
victory, for instance, Peachey orders their interpreter, Billy Fish, to lead
them to Ootah, the leader of the Er-Heb people, so that the Englishmen
can “begin his education.” In the three-shot that follows, Billy says to
Danny and Peachey that he often tells Ootah about “Englishmens”:
how they “give names to dogs, take off hats to womans, and march
into battle, left-right-left-right!” Billy’s goofy delivery of the line, in
the manner of a stereotypical “Babu” figure, provokes Danny’s ironic
response “Bringing enlightenment to the darker regions of the earth”,
implying that British “enlightenment” amounts to no more than a
handful of idiosyncratic habits. This recalls Kipling’s Danny asserting
that any population can be made into Englishmen with “rifles and a
little drilling” (269), referenced in the film by the Kafirs’ first drilling
lesson. A tracking camera follows Danny speaking as he paces between
lines of assembled Kafiri men:
“Now listen to me, you benighted muckers! We’re gonna teach you
soldiering – the world’s noblest profession. When we’ve done with
you, you’ll be able to stand up and slaughter your enemies like civilized men! But first, you shall have to learn to march in step and do
the Manual of Arms without even having to think. Good soldiers
don’t think. They just obey. Do you suppose if a man thought twice,
he’d give his life for Queen and country? Not bloody likely! He
wouldn’t go near the battlefield! One look at your foolish faces tells
me you’re going to be crack troops! Him there, with the five-and-ahalf hat size, has the makings of a bloody hero!”
Like the scenes involving Billy Fish, this scene treats the notion of “civilization” ironically. Danny saying he will teach the Kafirs to slaughter
each other like civilized men suggests that there is nothing more “civilized” about the English than the populations they wish to conquer; in
fact, the hypocrisy of the English makes them worse. Unlike conquest,
which truly improves the character of the conquerors themselves, the
civilizing mission is at best a set of glorified manners, and at worst, a
dishonest trick.
In the second half of the film, the theme of imperial conquest
improving the characters of its soldiers is shown through the different
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moral trajectories taken by the protagonists. Danny becomes a true
leader of the Kafirs with a sincere interest in improving their quality of
life, while Peachey is drawn toward power and plunder. It is Peachey’s
idea to trick the Kafirs into believing that Danny is the immortal son
of their god and ancient conqueror, Alexander the Great. Although he
eventually goes along with the scheme, Danny tells Peachey that “the
idea, it’s a bit blasphemous-like,” and fears what will happen if the
Kafirs find out the truth.13 But as the film continues, Danny grows into
his false role such that it becomes a true calling, while Peachey appears
increasingly savage and unscrupulous.14 It is Peachey who suggests that
he and Danny steal Alexander’s treasure and abscond from Kafiristan
the night before Danny’s wedding ceremony, abandoning his bride
and his “people.”15 This is a significant departure from Kipling’s story,
in which Peachey follows Danny loyally and tries to stop him from
marrying. The film’s Danny, on the other hand, is a much tamer and
more civilized version of Kipling’s original, whose imperial ambitions
overreach his own abilities and common sense.
At the film’s end, however, even Peachey is rehabilitated into a
sympathetic survivor – a physically and psychically damaged soldier
who has seen his best friend killed in action. Peachey realizes that there
are just some battles one cannot win, and the most responsible thing one
can do in the aftermath of failure is to come back and tell one’s story. In
context of late-1970s Vietnam War films, Peachey resembles the figure
of the returned Vietnam War veteran.16 When we see him in close-up
shots at the beginning and end of the film, his blackened face and hands
suggest napalm burns or immolation (although in terms of the plot,
they are probably the result of frostbite). He has just returned from a
conflict with a population of unruly and barbaric Asians, resistant to
the civilization he and Danny brought to them in the form of an organized military, civil infrastructure, and peace among warring tribes. He
returns badly injured and emotionally traumatized by witnessing the
brutal death of his friend at the hands of “savages.” The physical horror
of the war is embodied in a single image: Danny’s severed head, shown
in close-up as the film’s final shot.
The shriveled purple head links the film to Vietnam-inflected horror
films of the late 1960s and early 1970s that routed the brutality and
terror of the War through the horror genre. George Romero’s Night of
the Living Dead (1969), for instance, broke the figure of the zombie
from its traditional Haitian use as an allegory of slavery and turned it
into an allegory for the killing machine that the Vietnam combatant
becomes. Romero’s zombies are mindless cannibals, people who have
lost their souls by killing other humans. Bob Clark’s Dead of Night
(1972) involves a young man who is killed on the battlefield in Vietnam
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and mysteriously returns home to America as a zombie, a motif that
prefigures “returning vet” films such as Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver
(1976), which depicts the Vietnam vet as a violent and deranged killer,
a symbol of American courage in war gone wrong.
There exists another subgenre of Vietnam films, however, that also
uses the returned veteran as a central figure: anti-war dramas such as
Coming Home and The Deer Hunter which depicted two possibilities of what the returned veteran might be: a crazy and violent pariah
dangerous to himself and others, or a humbled patriot who turns his
grievances into civil disobedience and peaceful protest. Although The
Man Who Would Be King shares much in common with the content and
tone of The Green Berets, it also prefigures these late 1970s films in its
ability to “save” imperialism by lionizing the self-improvement of its
warriors, even while tempering its support of imperialism itself.
Despite their strong opposition to the war and moving portrayal
of returned vets, anti-war dramas of the late 1970s focus their narrative attention on Americans themselves – on what the war took from
American servicemen, their wives and families, and American society.
Some, like The Deer Hunter, also emphasize the cost to friendships
between American men and the fraternal bonds that characterize “salt
of the earth” American life. Yet these anti-war dramas do not portray
the outcome of the War as entirely bad, especially for those who mature
and learn valuable moral lessons from their experience. In fact, for
some of the characters, the war brings out their dormant good qualities
and refines them, in much the same way that Danny, and eventually
even Peachey, are improved by imperial conquest.
Like the second half of The Man Who Would Be King, many 1970s
anti-war dramas also involve a contrast between male protagonists. One
man is represented as growing up in response to the war and gaining
from his experience, while the other man cannot. In the Vietnam
films, the fate of the latter often ends in suicide. In Coming Home,
for instance, Luke Martin (Jon Voigt) channels his anger at his own
paralysis and exploitation into helping others in his situation. The early
tracking shots that follow him around the hospital show a man stuck in
the throes of victimhood. The closing sequence of the film shows him
giving a counter-recruitment speech in a high school auditorium. With
great emotion, he enjoins the students not to believe the rhetoric of war
heroism promulgated by movies and recruiters: “When you get over
there, it’s a totally different situation. I mean, you grow up real quick,
because all you’re seeing is a lot of death….I don’t feel sorry for myself.
I’m a lot fuckin’ smarter now than when I went. And I’m just tellin’ you,
there’s a choice to be made here.” The “choice” here refers not only to
military enlistment, but to the choice of whether to use one’s tragedy as
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a source of inspiration for moral improvement or to be destroyed by it:
a choice made clear by the intercutting between Luke’s speech and the
suicide of the other male protagonist Bob Hyde (Bruce Dern), who is
“out of touch” and “out of time,” as the film’s title song suggests, in that
he wants desperately to be a war hero in the style of The Green Berets.
Bob lives in the American imperial rhetoric of the past, not in the reality
of the Vietnam War in the present, and his inability to channel his disillusionment into positive action drives him to suicide. The fact that Bob
and Luke compete for the same woman emphasizes the strength and
moral development of one, and the weakness and moral degradation
of the other. Coming Home rescues a shred of dignity for American
imperialism by turning the narrative of improvement on the imperialists themselves, even while criticizing the larger project of geopolitical
domination.
The Deer Hunter advances a similar argument through the contrast
it makes between its male protagonists. Michael (Robert De Niro) and
Nick (Christopher Walken) are young working-class men who enlist in
the army and get sent to Vietnam. They end up in a North Vietnamese
prisoner-of-war camp, where they are forced to play Russian roulette
against each other, an experience that traumatizes Nick and keeps him
circulating through the roulette games in Saigon’s red light district. Even
before Vietnam, however, Michael’s moral and physical dominance was
expressed in the many wide-angle aerial shots of him hunting alone in
the woods. But just as there had always been something superior about
Michael, there had always been something a little “off” about Nick. The
scenes in Act I that depict the innocence of pre-War America are peppered
with shots that foreground Nick shaking his hips to an ensemble performance of “I Love You, Baby,” and allusions to his being an unfit partner
for his girlfriend, Linda (Meryl Streep), whom Michael also loves.
By contrast, Michael improves significantly. He returns from Vietnam
chastened by what he considers his failure to save Nick and schools
his friends back home about the seriousness of death, chastising their
immature attitude and behavior toward it. Vietnam brings out Michael’s
inherent leadership capacity, and his humbling by the inability to be the
hero he wanted to be turns him into a different kind of hero, a grown-up
who can get past his guilt and heal his community. Like Danny, Luke
and Michael are transformed by violent conflict and become the men
they were meant to be, while Bob, Nick, and Peachey decline and fall.
Although The Man Who Would Be King differs from Coming Home
and The Deer Hunter in not directly depicting events associated with
Vietnam, it shares the later films’ redirection of the improvement narrative back on the imperialists themselves. The three films also share the
argument that self-improvement represents at least one good thing to
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come out of western imperialism. The later films push their criticism
against American imperialism further and more directly than The Man
Who Would Be King, which after evolving over twenty-five years from
a classic adventure film, tempers its criticism of empire and pokes fun at
improvement ideology rather than confronting the violence of conquest
head-on. However, it shares with the anti-war films their praise of brotherhood cultivated in ill-advised wars and the use of contrast between
male leads to show the possibility of self-improvement for those strong
enough to deserve it.
Ironically, the trope of the war’s creation of men of character that
figures centrally in The Man Who Would Be King and the anti-war films
examined here set the stage for the Rambo cycle and other Vietnam
revisionist action films that followed on the heels of Coming Home and
The Deer Hunter.17 In many ways, The Man Who Would Be King registers the swinging of postwar Hollywood’s pendulum between support
and criticism of American imperialism. To riff on the opening song of
Coming Home, Huston’s film is “of its time” and “in touch” with the
social and historical events that developed alongside its own evolution
into a completed text. But it is also a film out of its time, reaching back
to remain in touch with the debates about proper imperial style that so
occupied its source text. The Victorians’ belief in the ultimate beneficence of their empire finds new resonance in Huston’s allegory of the
American empire and its efforts to fashion its future kings through highspirited adventure in Asia.
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NOTES
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Alexander figured prominently in the imaginations of many nineteenth-century
Britons involved with India. See Christopher Hagerman (348–352).
On Kipling’s “special relationship” with the US and his complex understanding of
Anglo-American solidarity, see Plotz in Booth (37–51) and in Rooney and Nagai
(37–57).
On the “American myth” and Vietnam’s “disruption” of it, see Hellmann 3–40; on
how Vietnam was subsequently folded back into American myths and “fantasies”
about its supremacy in the world, see Franklin.
See Chong 33–126. Franklin also reads the last of these images – the 1968 execution of a National Liberation Front (“Viet Cong”) prisoner by General Nguyen
Ngoc Loan, head of the South Vietnamese police – in relation to The Deer Hunter.
Franklin argues that the film reverses the roles of shooter and victim, reimagining
American soldiers as victims of the war and the NLF as ruthless murderers (14–17).
For more on the production history of The Man Who Would Be King, see McBride
and Voeltz. On how The Man Who Would Be King fits into Huston’s long career as
an actor and director in Hollywood, see Long ii–xiii.
Nagai in “God and His Doubles” writes that another model for Kipling’s Danny was
likely James Brooke (1803–1868), the ex-East India Company operative who sailed
for Borneo as an adventurer in 1838 and became the “White Rajah of Sarawak” in
1841. (100). Marx writes that William Watts McNair (1849–1889, the first white
man to travel to Kafiristan disguised as a hakim, may have provided another source
of inspiration for Danny’s character. He also contextualizes the story by explaining
how much Victorian colonists actually knew about Kafiristan when Kipling wrote
his story in 1888. McBratney suggests that Danny and Peachey are throwbacks to
the “Punjab style” of John and Henry Lawrence, “whose success within the “nonregulation” province of the Punjab during the 1840s inspired Anglo-Indians of the
1880s, including Kipling to yearn for autonomous officals (27–28).
Huston had explored such division a decade earlier in The Treasure of the Sierra
Madre (1948), in which two American knockabouts much like their British counterparts, Peachey and Danny, enjoy the adventure of getting rich in a poor foreign
country until greed and paranoia results in one attempting to murder the other and
the treasure literally disappearing into the wind.
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Huston had taken up working class and ethnically minor imperialists before, as in
the character of Charlie Allnut, the Canadian riverboat operator played by Bogart
in The African Queen (1951). See also the dishonorably discharged in Across the
Pacific (1942), crooks and swindlers in Beat the Devil (1953), defrocked clergymen
in The Night of the Iguana (1964), aging cowboys and boxers in The Misfits (1961)
and Fat City (1972), Scottish highway robbers in Sinful Davey, and lawbreakers
turned lawmakers (reminiscent of Danny’s own trajectory) in The Life and Times of
Judge Roy Bean (1972).
9
For more thorough accounts of American narrative films about the Vietnam War
produced during this period, see Adair, Anderegg, Muse, and Dittmar and Michaud.
10 Huston’s own film about the soldier’s “dignified masculinity,” Reflections in a
Golden Eye, was released a year earlier than The Green Berets. Its trailblazing
exploration of sexual dysfunction and mental illness in relation to men at war, and
its remorseless portrayal of military corruption and dishonesty, make it another
good example of a disguised Vietnam film.
11 The Khyber Pass sequences were shot on location in the Atlas Mountains of
Morocco. Much of the rest of the film was also shot in Morocco, including the
Indian bazaar and street scenes, shot in Marrakesh. Other filming locations included
Glen Canyon, Utah, and the Grande Montee in Chamonix, France (Kreitzer 118).
12 Bascom has argued in relation to Kipling’s original story that its “highest good is
not order, nor is it discipline or work. It is fellowship itself….The two self-made
kings and their silent partner [the narrator] are admirable not because they have
done something inherently good, but because what they have done they have done
together” (169).
13 In Kipling’s story, it is Danny’s idea to pretend to be Alexander’s descendants, as
part of his scheme to use Freemasonry to solicit obedience and respect from the
Kafirs without shedding too much blood. Peachey hesitates, fearing the institutional
consequences of impersonating Grand-Masters and initiating members without
authorization (‘“It’s against all the law,” says I [Peachey], “holding a Lodge without
warrant from any one; and you know we never held office in any Lodge.”)
	  (Kipling 265) On Kipling’s own involvement with Freemasonry and the Masonic
influence within the British Empire, see Harland-Jacobs and Rich; also. McBratney
26–27.
14 A similar rift opens up between the two characters in The Treasure of the Sierra
Madre. Dobbs, played by Humphrey Bogart, turns hubristic and conniving, and dies
while trying to make off with the entirety of the loot, while Curtin, played by Tim
Holt, keeps his head and his humanity, despite being tempted, and survives.
15 Neither Alexander’s treasure nor its attempted theft appears in Kipling’s story.
16 Huston’s interest in the figure of the returned veteran began early in his career, when
he made Let There Be Light (1946), a documentary about psychologically-damaged
World War Two veterans sponsored by the US War Department, who sequestered it
for three decades for its uncompromising portrayal of the men’s suffering.
17 See Jeffords (55) on the Rambo cycle in particular as exemplifying Hollywood’s
portrayal of the post-Vietnam triumph of heteronormative masculinity and
conversely Boyle (1) arguing that post-Vietnam Hollywood films showed that
“gender is performative, amorphous, and historically contingent” (1).
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REVIEWS
THE CAUSE OF HUMANITY AND OTHER STORIES RUDYARD KIPLING’S
UNCOLLECTED PROSE FICTIONS edited by Thomas C. Pinney Cambridge

University Press 2019, 436 pp ISBN 978-1-108-47643-3, £19.99

If you want to know what it was like to be an Englishman (with an
emphasis on the gender) in late Victorian India, you’ll find plenty of
material in this book. It pulls together eighty-six hitherto uncollected
pieces of what the editor Thomas Pinney calls Kipling’s ‘prose fictions’,
most of which appeared in Lahore’s Civil and Military Gazette (CMG)
or its sister paper, the Allahabad-based Pioneer, the two dailies where
Kipling worked during his ‘seven years hard’ in India from 1882 to
1889.
‘Prose fictions’ is a neat description of the type of story in which
the young Kipling excelled. He would take an everyday incident (at
the mess or Club, or up in Simla), play with it, add some made-up
dialogue, and turn it into a cracking read. He could pull together seemingly incongruous details, and make them work. One piece here, ‘The
Unlimited ‘Draw’ of ‘Tick’ Boileau’, is as close as any to his usual
sharp, cynical, youthful style, as found in Plain Tales from the Hills.
It tells of a subaltern bounder who is known, indeed hated, in the 45th
Bengal Cavalry mess for his ‘dark horsiness’. After going on leave,
he returns a changed and much diminished man. It transpires that the
woman he had proposed to at a dance had died there in the cloakroom,
leaving him disconsolate.
Kipling’s gift for telling observation is apparent in ‘In Gilded
Halls’, an account of an evening spent by half a dozen bored men at
their Club in the heat of the summer (the thermometer shows 98 degrees
Fahrenheit) whose families are all in the hills. Conversation revolves
around mundane topics such as the sterling-rupee exchange rate (you
can get an eighth more down country, it is suggested). When someone
says the Russians are advancing on Herat, another replies distractedly
that he couldn’t care less, as he’s sick of India. One clubman ascribes
this ‘seedy’ opinion to prickly heat, but a colleague notes that, where
Tomlinson is concerned, the cause is liver or ‘hepatic enlargement’. The
men talk about their absent wives who have graciously given them leave
to go to the Club. But the women are clearly ambiguous about this male
redoubt. Another man reveals that he was never allowed there early in
his marriage. His wife regarded it as ‘dissipated’, ‘a regular Alhambra’
– a reference to the popular London music hall. But in this piece the
Club is basically a bore, and they all know it. ‘Till the Day Break’ is one
of Kipling’s wonderfully accurate evocations of everyday life in India
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– being unable to sleep in the heat of the night, with the punkah flapping
in time to the infuriating rhyme going through one’s mind in an effort
to induce sleep. And so Kipling runs through his stock subjects, such
as municipal affairs, health, Simla, subalterns, Babus and visiting MPs
(who are rebuffed by the ‘patient East’). It’s entertaining stuff, perhaps
lacking the psychological insights of much of his published material,
but enlivened by the range of literary forms – straight reportage, letters,
diaries, fantasies, playlets and touches of verse, with borrowings from
the French (there’s a piece called ‘Les Miserables’) and references to
the classics and his gleanings from Persian and Urdu.
One might ask for more psychological or political depth. Apart
from references to one or two servants, there is little sense of the sometimes tense and meaningful exchanges with native Indians found in the
best of the Plain Tales from the Hills. The nearest is a piece called ’In
Wonderland’ which appeared in the Pioneer in October 1888 – a fairly
temperate satirical attack on the ‘Interminable Muddle’, as he not so
good-naturedly called the Indian National Congress. He conveys his
sense of the Congress’s duplicity in their fictional threat: ‘Let no man
be permitted to disagree with us, or bloodshed will ensue.’
But there is much variety to enjoy, such as ‘What the World
Said’, purporting to give the reactions of eleven different newspapers
to a speech by Lord Dufferin, which referred to the Indian National
Congress. Each paper responds according to its perceived traits and
political opinions, ranging from ultra-conservative to fervently nationalist. It’s excellent Kipling parody, if somewhat ephemeral. Pinney
himself acknowledges the average quality of much of the Indian material by naming this collection after an unrepresentative story from just
before the First World War. ‘The Cause of Humanity’ starts in typical
Kipling fashion with the narrator having broken down (with two flat
tyres) somewhere outside Salisbury. He is approached by someone who
describes himself as a ‘professional liver’ and who proceeds to tell a
series of incredible tales about his exploits. He had spent time in jail as
a result of a complex financial transaction involving the sale of a house.
Once free, he studies the practicalities of refrigeration, hoping to making
money by acquiring dead bodies to sell to hospitals which he says can’t
find enough of them. In pursuit of this goal, he joins a ship bound for
the Balkans where he hopes to find plenty of specimens or ‘subjecks’
in one of those nasty conflicts which were unfolding in the years before
the First World War. There’s a bizarre interlude where he rescues some
Jews who are faring badly in the hostilities. The whole story doesn’t
have much point, except to showcase Kipling’s talents as a writer of
witty and engaging shaggy dog stories, featuring several of his signature
tropes (stylistic or thematic) – the motor-car journey, the professional
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insights, the technical expertise (refrigeration and engineering), and the
love of the sea, knitted together with biblical references and meaningful
repetition. It is a master-class in Kipling knowingness. Pinney identifies
this as a tale written – on the evidence of Carrie Kipling’s diary – in
1914, which did not make the cut in A Diversity of Creatures, published
three years later. Another story ‘Love in Old Cloathes’ was due to be
published in Kipling’s Book of the Forty-Five Mornings before that title
was dropped in 1891.
With his usual scholarship, Pinney sifts through the sources of
such uncollected material, including Kipling’s own scrapbooks (now
at the University of Sussex), aided by bibliographic texts such as
Rear Admiral Lloyd H. Chandler’s Summary of the Works of Rudyard
Kipling, published in New York in 1930, which was annotated by
Kipling himself. On occasions, and for good reasons, Pinney overrides Kipling’s own recollections (usually denials) of a piece being
his.A handful of the contents of this book, particularly the later ones,
are not unknown – tales like ‘Why the Snow Falls at Vernet’ and ‘One
Lady at Waikakei’. Others have already appeared in Kipling’s India:
Uncollected Sketches, edited by Pinney in 1986. Add to these a couple
of pieces of real juvenilia, plus a few which are incomplete or really are
of doubtful attribution.
So why did Kipling leave all these stories uncollected? The obvious
answer is that he didn’t think them good enough. That doesn’t mean
that, gathered in this manner, they do not give a fascinating insight into
Kipling’s thought and writing patterns and indeed into the very world
he inhabited.
Andrew Lycett
is an visually stunning and entertaining film which, fairly,
claims no more than to be “based on the stories of Rudyard Kipling”. It
was released on Netflix in December 2018 and also appeared briefly in
a small range of cinemas.
Directed by Andy Serkis, it uses live actors for the human roles and
motion capture for the animals. The mix works well and is seamlessly
edited. Those with any familiarity with the geography or flora of the
Seeonee hills would immediately spot that the landscape shots were not
filmed in India, rather they were filmed in South Africa. This does not
detract from the production and, after all, Kipling himself had never
visited Seeonee. Christian Bale plays Bagheera, Benedict Cumberbatch
Shere Khan and Cate Blanchett a female Kaa. Serkis himself plays
Baloo. The actors do not only voice the animals, their facial expressions
are also cleverly morphed onto that of the animals. Only occasionally
does this anthropomorphism strain credulity.

MOWGLI
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The storyline follows the main elements of Mowgli’s Brothers,
Kaa’s Hunting and Tiger! Tiger! but adapts and expands them in various
direction, not all of which will appeal to or even seem necessary to
Kipling aficionados. However, Serkis and his scriptwriters are perhaps
taking no more licence than Kipling did when he penned The Jungle
Play.
The film opens with Kaa as narrator, telling how man is encroaching
on the jungle and explaining what is going on whilst we watch or hear
Shere Khan pursuing and killing Mowgli’s parents. Mowgli’s wolfmother is named Neecha rather than Raksha, which may be a tribute to
Neecha Nagar, the only Indian film to win the Grand Prix at Cannes.
A material addition to the story is a test which the adolescent cubs,
including Mowgli, have to pass to become full members of the pack.
This involves them having to complete a race without being caught
by the pursuing Bagheera. Akela, Baloo and Bagheera conspire so
that Mowgli is targeted by the latter, having earlier obtained Mowgli’s
promise to return to the village if he failed. The animals see this as the
only hope of staving off the encroachment of men, particularly now that
Shere Khan has returned. It is Mowgli’s anger at this seeming betrayal
which tempts him to play with the Monkey-People and so be taken
off to the Cold Lairs. Kipling’s tale is embellished with the monkeys
betraying Mowgli to Shere Khan but otherwise the rescue is much as
the original.
When Mowgli is exiled to the man-village for his use of fire in
defending Akela, he is at first imprisoned in a cage but gradually wins
the trust of the people. Some idyllic scenes of Indian village life are
used to show Mowgli’s integration, including colourful Holi festivities.
What appears to me to be unnecessary at this stage is the replacement
of the elderly Buldeo by an alcoholic white hunter, whose name, most
inappropriately, is Lockwood!
Tasked as was Buldeo to protect the village from the tiger, Lockwood
first befriends Mowgli and shows him how to use a knife. Mowgli,
however, then discovers the head of one of his former cub friends on
the hunter’s wall and a broken tusk Lockwood had taken from Hathi.
Mowgli takes the tusk and – echoes here of Letting in the Jungle –
returns it to the great elephant, promising revenge on the hunter in
exchange for help in trapping Shere Khan. The action-packed dénouement is totally different to that of Tiger! Tiger! Mowgli offers himself
as bait for Shere Khan, who is encircled and battered by the elephants.
Mowgli then wounds him with a knife but is slightly wounded in turn
by Lockwood, drunkenly trying to shoot the tiger. As Shere Khan is
about to pounce for the kill, Akela, who has been watching from the
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jungle fringe, springs, giving his life to save Mowgli. At the same time,
Hathi takes revenge on the hunter.
Shere Khan plays dead but Mowgli is equal to the trick and as the
tiger pounces. Mowgli delivers the killing blow. Akela’s dying words
pass the pack leadership to Mowgli and, as the film ends, he is seen
standing on Council Rock, Kaa foretelling that as long as he stands
watch, there would be peace between men and the jungle.
All in all, a thrilling and entertaining piece of movie art for older
children. Some Kipling Society members may balk at the liberties taken
with the characters and storyline and, like me and all other former cubscouts, cringe at the Lone Wolf’s name being pronounced A-kee-la and
the tiger sometimes just being referred to as Khan. But it is a giant leap
from the original Disney cartoon and more serious than, if of similar
excellent production quality to, the recent Disney remake.
It may never be released on DVD, so it is well worth cultivating any
friends or relations who may have a Netflix subscription in order to get
a chance to view it.
Mike Kipling
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
‘THE NATIVE-BORN’
From Philip Holberton

David Richard’s article in the December Journal mentions Kipling’s
poem “The Native- Born”. He says that it was partly written to diffuse
[surely that should be “defuse”?] the tension between Britain and the
United States over Venezuela. He gives a reference to Andrew Lycett’s
biography. Lycett in fact says that the “rousing, propagandist verses”
were inspired by “the issue of whether Britain’s colonies should help
defray the costs of the Royal Navy.” This explanation fits well with
the tone of the poem, which urges the Native-Born of the “Four New
Nations and the Islands of the Sea” to pull together “by the might of
(their) Cable-tow.” Carrington (Rudyard Kipling: His Life and Work)
describes the poem as”an appeal from the colonial born overseas for a
little understanding on the part of his English brother.” (Pelican Edition
p.315) Neither of these writers suggests any connection with the United
States. The poem itself (verse12 line 4) states that “The Abbey makes
us We” – Westminster Abbey is the spiritual heart of the Empire. No
American would think of it in those terms.
This still leaves the problem of the “six white men arow” when only
Four New Nations (Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Cape Colony) and
the Islands of the Sea are listed. Who was Kipling’s sixth? It can’t be
England: in Verse 1 “We’ve drunk to our English brother/ (But he does
not understand).” With all due respect to David Richards, I can see no
evidence in the poem that the sixth man was American. Could he be
Kipling himself? I do not know that he ever put himself into his poems
in this way. But he fits the bill: he was “native-born” in Bombay, India
(though his parents had only just emigrated there) and it was not for
nothing that he gained the (unofficial) title of “The Laureate of Empire.”
Philip Holberton
Kempsey, NSW, Australia
‘SIR POMPEY BEDELL IN THE EAST’
From Alastair Wilson

I was most interested in your article on ‘Sir Pompey in the East’, and
in the identification with Sir Charles Aitchison (footnote 21). I think it
highly likely that your identification is correct, but I suggest that it is
worth mentioning that ‘Sir Pompey’ had a namesake in England, a character who appears in a number of cartoons in the popular middle-class
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magazine Punch (to be found in the smoking room of every club and
service mess in the land, as well as doctors’ and dentists’ waiting rooms.)
And a month after publication, no doubt each issue would appear in the
Club in Lahore and the garrison mess at Umballa, and “fifty-five more
all ending in ’pore’”: in any of which places both Parsons and Kipling
might have seen him. The character was the creation of George du
Maurier, artist and author, and appeared several times in the late 1870s
and ’80s. He was a self-made man, I think probably a mere knight rather
than a baronet, and was usually depicted in the typical (male) pose, in
evening dress, standing with his back to the fire, feet wide apart, while
he pontificates.
Alastair Wilson
Banbury
EDITOR: Alastair

Wilson is quite right. I hadn’t realized
that Sir Pompey Bedell (illustrated alongside) was a
generic cartoon-figure like David Low’s Colonel Blimp,
and am most grateful to him for identifying Sir Pompey
as the creation of George Du Maurier. According to our
former Chairman Leonee Ormond‘s excellent biography George Du Maurier, he created a whole gallery
of cartoon characters for Punch including Jellaby
Postlethwaite the aesthete, Society hostesses Lady
Gatheremall and Mrs Lyon Hunter, and the astute social
climber Mrs Ponsonby de Tomkyns. The fact that Sir
Pompey was in 1888 a running joke enjoyed by every
British official in the Punjab, would have made Parsons’
satirical portrait of his pompous incompetent bureaucrat
very pointed indeed.

From T.A. Heathcote

Having, long years ago at SOAS, specialised in the history of Indian
political institutions, may I be permitted to gloss your informative
article ‘Sir Pompey Bedell in the East’?
Clement Parsons was indeed an Army officer, a member of the
Staff Corps to which at the relevant time almost all British officers of
the Indian Armies belonged, but the Political Service was not part of
the Army. As British India’s equivalent of the Diplomatic Service, it
conducted relations with Indian princely states and neighbouring countries rather than civil administration. Its members were drawn from the
Indian Army as well as the Indian Civil Service, originally because, at
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times of rapid expansion, the military was the only immediate source of
suitable manpower. Later it was argued that, in dealing with the leaders
of frontier or unsettled areas, military experience was of importance.
This system meant that many officers in the Indian Staff Corps (after
1902 replaced by the term ‘Indian Army’) joined with the ambition of
securing an appointment in the Political service or, failing that, a civil
appointment in one of the prestigious “non-regulation” provinces such
as the Punjab, where Parsons made his career (hence Kipling’s reference to ‘a first-class service’). Sir Frederick Haines, C-in-C India from
1870 to 1876, complained that it was detrimental to military efficiency
that an officer ‘should have an object in view outside of his own profession the attainment of which confers at once higher emoluments and
greater consideration.’
That the majority came from the Bengal rather than the Madras or
Bombay Armies, prior to the unification of the Armies in 1892, reflects
not only that the first was larger than the other two, but that it came
directly under the Government of India, which had the lion’s share
of such appointments at its disposal, and not under the two smaller
Presidencies. Promotion in military rank came automatically by time,
even to officers who had long ceased to serve with troops, but selection for political or civil employment was by nomination, so there were
always complaints of jobbery or personal influence, as reflected in
Parsons’s verses. Kipling was undoubtedly as shrewd an observer in
this as on other fields, and it is surely still a truism that those who seek
advancement in any field are well advised not to alienate potentially
vindictive seniors.
T.A. Heathcote,
Camberley, Surrey, UK
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MINUTES OF THE 91ST
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday 11 July 2018, Rutland Room,
Royal Over-Seas League, 4.30p.m.

Present: 16 members of the Society attended including Council
Officers. All names are recorded on the attendance schedule which will
be kept with the minutes.
1. Chairman’s Opening statement
Mr John Walker opened the Annual General Meeting by reminding us
of the highlights of the past year, including the John Lockwood Kipling
exhibition at the V&A, the Writing with Kipling competition and the
completion of the online New Readers’ Guide which demonstrated that
the Kipling Society was amongst the busiest of literary societies.
In his absence Mr John Lambert, retiring Honorary Secretary, was
thanked for the support he had provided to the Society for the last five
years. Mr Lambert had agreed to continue in his role as Membership
Secretary until a successor was found. Mr Walker also thanked Mr
Professor Sandra Kemp and Mr Bryan Diamond who were retiring
from the Council.
2. Apologies for absence
Apologies were received from Miss Linda Burton, Dr Angela Eyre,
Professor Sandra Kemp, Mr John Lambert and Professor Jan Montefiore.
3. Confirmation of the minutes of the 90th AGM 12 July 2017
The minutes were separately published in the June 2018 edition of The
Kipling Journal. They were accepted, and signed as a true record.
4. Matters arising
There were no matters arising.
5. Election of Chairman
Mr Mike Kipling’s election as Chairman was proposed by Mr Walker,
seconded by Miss Anne Harcombe and approved unanimously.
As is customary, the new Chairman took the chair at this point.
Mr Kipling thanked Mr Walker for the developments undertaken during
his tenure, especially for organizing the 24-hour marathon reading at
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Bateman’s and for encouraging Council members in their own initiatives too.
6. Election and re-election of Honorary Executive Council
Officers
Commander Alastair Wilson as Deputy Chairman.
Proposed: Mr Mike Kipling
Seconded: Mr John Walker
Approved unanimously.
Dr Simon Machin as Hon. Secretary.
Proposed: Cdr Alastair Wilson
Seconded: Mr John Radcliffe

Approved unanimously.

Mr Mike Kipling as Hon. Treasurer.
Proposed: Cdr Wilson
Seconded: Miss Anne Harcombe

Approved unanimously.

Mr John Lambert as Hon. Membership Secretary (until 31 December
2018).
Proposed: Mr Walker
Seconded: Miss Harcombe
Approved unanimously.
Prof Jan Montefiore as Hon. Editor of The Kipling Journal.
Proposed: Dr Alex Bubb
Seconded: Miss Julia Hett
Approved unanimously.
Dr Alex Bubb as Hon. Meetings Secretary.
Proposed: Dr Mary Hamer
Seconded: Miss Harcombe 

Approved unanimously.

Mr John Radcliffe as Hon. On-Line Editor and Publicity Officer.
Proposed: Miss Hett
Seconded: Mr Sharad Keskar
Approved unanimously.
Miss Linda Burton as Hon. Liaison Officer: National Trust Bateman’s.
Proposed: Dr Bubb
Seconded: Mr Keskar 
Approved unanimously.
7. Approval of Mr Harry Waterson as Hon. Independent
Financial Examiner.
On the retirement of Mr Andrew Dodsworth, an American member, Mr
Harry Waterson has put himself forward with Council’s approval.
Proposed: Mr Kipling
Seconded: Dr Hamer 
Approved unanimously.
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8. Election and re-election of Ordinary Council members
The following Council members were continuing.
Miss Anne Harcombe (2017–2020)
Miss Julia Hett (2017–2020)
Mrs Jane Keskar (2017–2020)
Mr Sharad Keskar (2017–2020)
The following members had chosen to stand for election to Council.
Dr Mary Hamer (2018–2021)
Proposed: Mr Radcliffe
Seconded: Dr Bubb

Approved unanimously.

Mr Ray Beck (2018–2021)
Proposed: Dr Bubb Seconded: Mr Keskar

Approved unanimously.

Mr Kipling highlighted that the Council is of the opinion that the
Rules should be reviewed, since they were drafted for an era when
more people were willing to stand as Council members and Honorary
Officers. Under the current Rules, John Walker had been obliged
on his departure as Chairman to step down from Council for a year,
although Council had wished him to continue as Honorary Librarian.
He would, however, continue to carry out his librarian responsibilities
in an unofficial capacity. A sub-committee of Council would review
Rules in the light of the modern pattern of individuals filling multiple
roles. It would bring a modified set of rules to the AGM for approval
in a year’s time.
9.

Hon Officers’ Reports for 2017–18

Secretary – John Lambert
This year’s annual luncheon was attended by 69 members and their
guests, which was 11 up on last year. The speaker was the author
Charles Allen. With the Luncheon moved to the Army & Navy Club,
the Society was provided for extremely well. I have recommended to
Council that we continue at that venue next year. The speaker for 2019
has yet to be confirmed by Council. The meeting dates for 2019 for the
Society are as follows;
February 13th
April 10th
May 1st (Luncheon)
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July 10th (AGM)
September 11th
November 13th
During the year 178 enquiries were received by the Secretary from
members and the public regarding all matters concerning Kipling and
the Society, many of which were passed onto other members of Council.
As of this AGM, I will be resigning as Secretary. I joined Council
in July 2008 as Membership Secretary. In 2013, I succeeded Jane
Keskar as Society Secretary and also for four months included the role
of Treasurer as well. I thank all of those who have served on Council
during the last five years for their support in my roles.
Membership – John Lambert
Individual membership stands at 372. We have lost 56 members for
varying reasons during the year. 2 passed away, 20 resigned and 34
were removed from the membership lists after not paying / contacting
me. The majority have been academic ‘transient members’ who join to
complete a piece of work and then ‘leave’. We gained 30 new members.
Corporate membership remains at 78.
Some individual members continue to pay at the pre-2016 rate of fees
despite numerous requests.
Gift Aid for 2017 is outstanding at present. This will be applied for as
soon as possible.
The Society now manages its records in compliance with the new
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). We do not pass on any
member details to any third party (other than address details to our
mailing house). Where one member requests contact with another
member, the second member is asked for their permission.
There were no questions for Mr Lambert.
Treasurer – Mike Kipling
The Society’s net assets reduced by around £2,500 in the year to
December 2017. The main items of additional expenditure were a
fifth edition of the Journal and support for overseas speakers at a John
Lockwood Kipling conference held jointly with the V&A. Offsetting
this in part was a legacy of £1,000.
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The Eileen Stamers-Smith Memorial Lecture Fund was used to
fund the JLK speakers and the John Slater Essay Competition Fund to
provide prizes for Writing with Kipling. As a consequence, the general
reserve increased slightly over the year. Absent any further legacies, a
reduction in the general reserved is expected in 2018 as a fifth edition
of the Journal has again been produced.
The Society’s main investments are mainly held in a one-year term
Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) account administered by Shawbrook
Bank. A further £4,461 remains in the CCLA charity account where it
is instantly accessible.
The Society’s total financial assets at the end of June 2018 were:
Lloyds current accounts
PayPal account
CCLA Deposit Fund (instant access)
CAF (Shawbrook) 1-year deposit

£ 5,717
$ 1,431*
€ 145*
£ 202
£ 4,461
£57,400

(*end March but not expected to be materially different at end June)
There were no questions for Mr Kipling
Journal Editor – Jan Montefiore
The Kipling Journal has had another good year and is in a healthy condition. High quality submissions continue to come in steadily, and I’ve
been pleased to get several from postgraduates. Peer review continues
to work smoothly and usefully, with a panel of 14 referees from the
UK, USA, India and New Zealand. I thank all of them for the care and
attention they bring to the job. 14 referees may seem a lot, but because
the KJ appears quarterly, at least, I need them all. Their reports are very
useful, especially when they spot things that I’ve missed. Responses
from our contributors indicate that they too appreciate the additional
feedback.
I am delighted that thanks to our Online Editor, The Kipling Journal
is now readable online in pdf form, which is not only more attractive
but far more reader-friendly than the old text version. Very many thanks
to John Radcliffe for organising this.
The Kipling Journal has run two themed versions since the 2017
AGM. December 2017 (no. 371) was a biographical issue on ‘Rudyard
Kipling and his Circle’, which included a delightful illustrated letter
from Kipling’s Uncle Ned Burne-Jones and his ‘beloved Aunt’ Georgie,
Mike Kipling on Flo Garrard and her family, and the first part of
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Lorraine Bowsher’s fascinating article ‘After Crom’, about Rudyard’s
and Carrie’s lifelong support for the children of Kipling’s former headmaster Cormell Price after Crom’s death in 1910. (Part II, taking the
story up to Kipling’s death in 1936, appeared in no. 372 March 2018)
May 2018 saw the ‘Lockwood Kipling Special Supplement’ (no. 373)
inspired by the splendid 2017 V & A exhibition ‘Lockwood Kipling and
the Art and Craft of the Punjab’ and its spin-off conference ‘Lockwood
Kipling: Changing Worlds’ held at King’s College, London in February
2017, plus a new article by Harish Trivedi on JLK’s Beast and Man
in India. I am very grateful to the Kipling Society for supporting the
Supplement. That said, editing 5 issues each in two successive years
has been a lot of work. I look forward to next year, with only the usual
quarterly numbers and no extras.
There were no questions for Prof. Montefiore
Librarian – John Walker
Haileybury: The Kipling Room at Haileybury and Imperial Service
College has been visited this year by two MA students, two Honorary
Officers, and two Professors of English. Pressures of time have meant
that the Sunday visits by the Hon. Librarian have been the only other
direct uses of the facility, though it is open to students at Haileybury.
Rearrangements of stock, particularly in ensuring a full set of the
Uniform edition is available, are in process, along with shelving outside
the room itself for boxed stock. The ephemera (which continues to grow
as Honorary Officers pass on material) is now being catalogued under
five main headings: Society History, Articles and Papers, Cuttings and
Printed Material, Copies of Letters, and Individual Items (the latter to
include such material as small and easily mislaid material),
Research and support: It is pleasing to report that support to
researchers, to members and to the general public continues at an
average of three queries per week, almost all by email. Just one query
remains unsatisfied this year, relating to the visit by King George V
to Arquata Scrivia in 1923. From some sources, I am fairly sure that
Rudyard and Carrie were there, diverting on their journey from Monte
Carlo (where Kipling helped with the King’s rather notorious speech to
be given in Rome) to Aix-les-Bains. There seems to be no mention of
the visit in the Journal, and appeals to the membership and the Mailbase
have produced no answers. I include this, as someone must know!
Contacts with Ukraine have brought more new publications, and some
older material which is new to us. This has been a very worthwhile
association with Volodymyr Chernyshenko and his team.
Acquisitions: Additions to our stock this year have included: The
Mysterious Mr Jacob by John Zubrzycki; ‘How the First Letter was
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Written’ translated into Russian and illustrated by Volodymyr Shtanko;
The India We Served by Sir Walter Lawrence; Empire Families: Britons
and Late Imperial India, by Elizabeth Buettner; St Nicholas Magazine
for Young Folks Vol 25 No 4 for February 1898; HMS Kipling:
Recollections, edited by Derrick Hubbard. Copies of this last, fascinating account, may be obtained from Derrick.
The media: A member has been working on a T.V. production,
which will feature three members of the Society. Provisionally titled
Rudyard Kipling: a Secret Life, it promises to be one of the best we
have seen.
With the Walt Disney Pictures film of The Jungle Book now available second-hand for £1.50 at Oxfam (a recent purchase for Haileybury),
we look forward to the Warner Brothers live-action production, to be
titled Mowgli. The premiere for this ‘darker telling’ is expected to be
later this year.
Exhibitions and talks: Talks, visits and “lecture lunches” (seven
this year) have covered subjects such as “Reading Kim” (KCC
Libraries), the perennial “My Boy Jack” (A RBL group), ‘The Just So
Stories’ (Primary Schools) and “Kipling’s Women” (a local women’s
group – over 40 members present!). A welcome final outing for the
retiring Chairman was at a church service, celebrating Kipling’s life, in
Farnborough, on 8th July.
In reply to a question, Mr Walker confirmed that ‘Rudyard Kipling:
a Secret Life’ was an independent production and it was not yet known
on which channel it would appear.
Meetings Secretary – Alex Bubb
I can hardly believe that a full year has passed since we were last gathered in the Rutland Room, hearing David Sergeant’s thoughts on RK’s
early fiction, and reflecting on the success of the Lockwood Kipling
symposium. Since then we’ve welcomed a variety of entertaining and
distinguished guests. In September Dr Susie Paskins delivered her
lecture, ‘Creating the Lama: Kipling’s encounters with Buddhism and
the writing of Kim’, followed in November by Prof Jan Montefiore’s
talk on ‘Kipling the Storyteller and the Singing Voice’. In April Barbara
Bryant spoke to us about Alice Kipling, an event which I very much
regret I was prevented from attending by my job in Dublin (I should add
that I will be moving back to London in the autumn). I think all would
agree though that the highlight of the year was Kevin Brownlow’s
superb presentation on rare early movies based on Kipling’s stories.
For those members who enjoyed that evening, I would like to draw your
attention again to Kevin’s campaign to save the Cinema Museum in
Lambeth from redevelopment. Thanks to renewed public interest, Time
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Out named the museum one of London’s hidden gems for this year,
though I understand its future is still uncertain.
Looking forward, speakers are booked in for the remainder of the
year: starting on the 13th of September when our own John Radcliffe
will be telling us more about Kipling’s career and attitudes vis à vis that
decidedly ‘black art’, journalism.
In reply to a question, Dr Bubb explained that he was hoping to
introduce even more variety into the programme for the forthcoming
year, and was exploring joint events with the Jane Austen Society and
Rider Haggard Society.
Liaison Officer, National Trust Bateman’s
Last Summer’s highlight was of course John Walker’s “Kiplingathon”
which was a great success. I did feel that the staff could have publicised
it better, so that there were more people sitting in the garden listening.
In the weeks that followed several visitors expressed their disappointment at having missed it because they had not known it was on.
The small exhibition put on about Kipling’s “science” stories went
well and led to a great deal of interest in the books that contained the
stories. Also the Jungle Book Trail in the garden was popular.
Sadly, the mill was not open last year and is still not open. Following
a recent investigation, it was discovered that considerable repair work
will be required to make the dam wall safe.
The Arthur Rackham exhibition went well although some visitors
were disappointed that there was not more of his work on show.
On to Christmas and the house was decorated in “Rewards and
Fairies” style and really looked lovely; the volunteers had worked very
hard. The winter tours went well.
Sky were filming early in the year; “The Secret life of Rudyard
Kipling”. The producer was very knowledgeable about his work and
I think it will have been done well. Sadly, I have not seen any of the
footage.
We have two new chainsaw sculptures, one of Puck which is near
the ticket office, and an owl up in the new children’s play area.
July 2018.
There were no questions for Miss Burton
Writing with Kipling Competition – John Walker
In 2016 we held our first “Writing with Kipling” competition, as a pilot
project. Five schools and a hundred and sixteen children took part in
that year, writing 500-word stories inspired by the Just So Stories. For
2018, there were entries from nearly two hundred Year Five pupils,
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from five schools, and several more schools had shown interest, and
will be included in our circulation of invitations next year.
Mary Hamer once again acted as our postal contact and co-ordinator
for the entries and the judging, and we were very lucky to have the help
of children’s author Lee Weatherly to make the final selection from the
short list. The latter was prepared with the help of Jan. Montefiore.
The Society is very aware of the amount of work this competition
has meant, once again. It is important, therefore to note that Angela
Eyre was not on the judging panel, and stood back from the organisation this year, since “How the Arctic Fox got its Changing Fur” by
Alice Eyre of Prettygate School, Colchester, won First Prize for
its ‘fresh, witty dialogue’ and ‘the way the characters truly came to
life’.(Lee Weatherly’s judgment).
A copy of the story, with a digital transcript is available on the
Kipling for Schools section of our web site, along with: “How the Turtle
got its Shell” by Imogen Lovatt from The Study School Wimbledon,
which won Second Prize, for ‘its sense of magic and use of language’,
and “How the Cockatoo got His Frills” by Ruby O’Brien of Greenleaf
School, Walthamstow, gaining Third Prize. ‘It made me laugh out
loud’, wrote Lee.
Over twenty other entries received Commended or Highly
Commended awards, and every entrant has a certificate, on parchment
paper. The presentation at Prettygate Junior School was featured in the
local news, and Alice sold signed copies of her story for school funds.
Entries for the 2019 competition will open in February, but we urge
members, once again, to involve their local school, or that of their grand
children, as soon a s possible. Entry details are on the website.
There were no questions for Mr Walker
On Line Editor’s Report (incorporating Publicity and the New
Readers’ Guide) – John Radcliffe
1. In the year to June 30th we have logged some 46,000 visitors to
the web-site (126 a day, as compared with 209 a day the previous
year), a reversion to the rate of usage in 2016/17. However, the
usage of the Readers’ Guide pages was 15,336 (42 a day), a modest
increase on the previous year. Thus, casual visits are down, but
serious visits steady. Use of the ‘For Soldiers’ page has continued
to be very modest, at some 8 visitors a day as compared with 9 the
previous year.
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There have been 30 applications for membership via the web-site,
as against 35 for 2016/17. The use of online payment of subscriptions from the Home page of the site continues to increase.
We are currently the fifth ranked Rudyard Kipling-related site on
Google, behind Wikipedia, The Poetry Foundation, and the BBC.
The Kipling Journal archive continues to have good use, with the
aid of a word-search system similar to that of Google; this enables
one to search the entire run of the KJ back to 1927. We are now
displaying the Journals in pdf rather than text files, which makes
them very much more readable. Members of the Society have
access to the entire run via the For Members pages on the site.
New issues are indexed and published on line within days of publication. Non-members cannot access the most recent two years of
issues.
The Themes Database, which enables one to search for particular
themes within the tales, continues to have good use. When time
allows we hope to do likewise for the verse, a substantial task,
since there are nearly 700 poems to be analysed. We have also
scanned Kipling, the Critical Heritage edited by Roger Lancelyn
Green in 1971, a magnificent treasure-house of early Kipling criticism, and plan to format it for the web-site.
In 2015, with our publication on the site of Uncollected Sketches,
1884–1888, edited by Tom Pinney, we were able to confirm the
completion of our annotation of Kipling’s published prose. We are
now happy to report that notes on the 679 items of published verse in
Definitive Verse and the Sussex Edition, launched in 2003 by notes
from John Walker on “Gehazi” and George Engle on “Tomlinson”,
and completed last week by Roger Ayers on “Shillin’ a day”, are
now up on the site. This has been the work of many hands over
some fifteen years, drawing on the labours of the ORG editors, but
with a wealth of new material. We originally thought it would take
five. Unlike ORG it is not cast in hot metal and committed to print
which cannot be changed without impossible expense. We can and
do frequently correct and update the entries.
The contributors are too numerous to list here, but we would
particularly like to pay tribute to the guidance in the early days of
the project from George Webb and John Slater, and to the splendid
and indefatigable recent work of John McGivering in Brighton,
and Philip Holberton in Willawarrin. New South Wales.
Alastair Wilson continues his work on the Rees and Carrington
Extracts from Carrie Kipling’s diaries. We have completed
notes on the Carrington’s extracts right up to 1936, and are in the
process of adding Rees’s notes, made for the delayed Birkenhead
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biography; we have now added all but 1901–1913. The notes from
Rees and Carrington are often identical, but there are some interesting differences from time to time.
We have continued to use the web-site to support the ‘Kipling
in Schools’ project, and have recently published our recent press
release on the results of the 2018 Writing with Kipling competition. This inspired contributions from nearly 200 primary school
children, and the three winning entries can now be seen on the site.
We are increasingly conscious that in addition to the web-site, the
burgeoning Social Media offer interesting possibilities for widening
our appeal, particularly for younger readers. As reported earlier, we
have established a Kipling Society Facebook page which can be
found via the Home page of the web-site.

From last August to February, with invaluable guidance from Sandra
Kemp, we commissioned Dr Chiara Zuanni, a specialist in Social Media
at the V & A, to make a study of how best to develop the Society’s
provision in this field. This has been a most useful exercise, prompting
five main conclusions:
•
•
•

•
•

That there are a great many people that we can reach world-wide
via Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram
That sophisticated technical tools are available for measuring ones
progress in reaching new audiences
That although this may not immediately lead to an increase in our
membership, it can stimulate lively online conversations about the
enduring relevance of Kipling’s works, which can significantly
serve the aims of the Society
That a strong presence on Social Media, well integrated with work
on the Readers’ Guide, can stimulate wider use of this rich resource
That this will be a demanding task, needing sustained effort by
people well versed in Kipling’s life and works, which we need to
address systematically so as to make the best of these possibilities.

In the months to come, Council will be considering how best to implement these conclusions and move forward. In the view of the On Line
Editor, Kipling, with his strong instinct for new technology, and fascination with the black arts of communication, would have strongly
approved.
In reply to a question, Mr Radcliffe confirmed that Council would
continue as to how to develop the Kipling Society’s Social Media
presence.
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10. Appointment of Mr Andrew Lycett as Vice President
It was with great pleasure that the Chair proposed the appointment of
Mr Andrew Lycett as a Vice-President, and this was seconded by the
President, Lt Col. Roger Ayres, and approved unanimously.
11. Any Other Business
In view of the new Automatic Disqualification rules which come into
force for charity trustees on August 1st, it was reported that all trustees (members of Council) elected or re-elected at the AGM would
complete the Automatic Disqualification Declaration and return it to
the Chairman as soon as possible.
It was suggested that this was an opportune point at which to remind
Council Members of their responsibilities under charity law, and Dr
Machin agreed to circulate a summary of duties as outlined on The
Charity Commission website.
The AGM concluded with a vote of thanks to John Walker for his two
years of innovative Chairmanship.
Simon Machin
Secretary

Signed __________________________________ Chairman

Date ……………………………………………….
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ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR
TO 31 DECEMBER 2018
The Accounts for the year to 31 December 2018 which follow have been
prepared under the simplified format as the Society qualifies as a Small Charity
under the Charity Commission’s rules. These accounts have been scrutinised by
the Society’s Independent Financial Examiner.

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
1) The Society employs no paid staff and it does not have a permanent office.
All overhead costs are included as Administration expenses.
2) A small amount of subscription income has been received in advance, but
this figure has not been included under ‘creditors’ as subscriptions received
are not refundable.
3) Income tax recoverable on amounts which members have paid under ‘Gift
Aid’ rules is reclaimed annually following the end of a financial year. Due
to the change in Membership Secretary, no claim was made in 2018. The
expected recovery in respect of 2017 and 2018 has been included under
‘Debtors’.
4) During 2018, the Society retained £31,400 on deposit with Shawbrook
Bank and placed a further £26,000 with them. Interest is accounted for
when received. Accrued interest of £594 has also been included under
‘Debtors’.
5) Payments for reimbursements of administration costs, expenses of meetings and library acquisitions were made during the year to the Trustees:
Alex Bubb £27, Mary Hamer £248, Mike Kipling £607 John Lambert
£216, Simon Machin £71, Jan Montefiore £186, John Radcliffe £419 and
John Walker £972.
6)
5) Cost of lecture programme and A.G.M.
5) Annual luncheon

2018
£2,542
£4,615

2017
£2,978
£3,238

£7,157

£6,216

7) A creative writing competition for primary schools was again organised
during the year and awards made to the winning authors and schools. These
awards, and the cost of the production of certificates for other entrants, has
been met from the John Slater Essay Competition Fund.
8) All fixed assets of the Society have been fully depreciated. Books and other
library items are included at purchase price or deducted at sale price.
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YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT

Bank balances at 1 January 2018
Income received in the year
Subscriptions and donations
Annual luncheon
Bank interest
Tax refund on subscriptions and donations
Legacies

£

Total Expenditure
Bank balances at 31 December 2018

£
70,396

12,724
4,439
1,259
0
0

Total Income received
Deduct : Expenses paid in the Year
Printing and despatch of Journal
Costs of lectures and functions
Lockwood Kipling events
Administration and sundry running costs
of the Society
Web-site, online expenses
Bank/PayPal charges
Foreign exchange adjustment
Sundry expenses
Donations and grants
Competition prizes
Additions to books for Library

2018

£

2017

£
72,781

13,543
2,960
1,117
712
1,000
18,422

19,332

10,585
7,157
0

10,876
6,216
2,476

1,415
599
110
-5
0
1,600
371
513

1,156
180
144
22
122
0
333
193
–22,344

–21,717

66,474

70,396
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YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018

STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
2018
£

2017
£

44,037
3,376
19,060

47,589
3,747
19,060

66,474

70,396

Debtors and prepayments
Library books, etc

1,944
17,009

1,780
16,496

Total Assets
Deduct: Liabilities – creditors

85,427
193

88,479
0

Net assets at 31 December 2018

85,234

88,479

RESERVES
General Reserve
John Slater Essay Competition Fund
Eileen Stamers-Smith Memorial Lecture Fund
Represented by Bank Balances:
– Current Account
– Deposit Accounts
– Foreign Currency Accounts
– PayPal Account

£3,349
£61,861
£380
£884
£66,474

[At 31 December 2017: £70,0396]
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ABOUT THE KIPLING SOCIETY
The Kipling Society is for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865–1936). It is one of
the most active and enduring literary societies in Britain and, as the
only one which focuses on Kipling and his place in English Literature,
attracts a world-wide membership. (Details and membership forms
are available on the Society’s web-site, or from the Membership
Secretary Fiona Renshaw, Keylands, Burwash, East Sussex, TN19
7HP, email ksmem@outlook.com. The forms quote the minimum
annual subscription rates. Some members contribute a little more.
The Society is a Registered Charity and a voluntary, non-profitmaking organisation. Its activities, which are controlled by a Council
and run by the Secretary and honorary officials, include:
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining a specialised Library in the Haileybury, Hertfordshire, and Special
Collection, Sussex University
answering enquiries from the public (schools, publishers, writers and the media),
and providing speakers on request,
arranging a regular programme of lectures, and a formal Annual Luncheon with a
Guest Speaker,
running the web-site at www.kipling.org.uk for members of the Society and anyone
else around the world with an interest in the life and work of Rudyard Kipling,
and publishing the Kipling Journal, every quarter.

The Journal of the Society aims to entertain and inform. It is sent to
subscribing paying members all over the world free of charge. This
includes libraries, English Faculties, and ‘Journal - only’ members. Since
1927, the Journal has published important items by Kipling not readily
found elsewhere, valuable historical information, and literary comment
by authorities in their field, following Kipling whose own diverse interests and versatile talent covered a wide range of literary writing – letters,
travel, prose and verse. For the serious scholar of Kipling, who cannot
afford to overlook the Journal, a comprehensive index of the entire run
since 1927 is available online to members or in our Library. Apply to: The
Librarian, Kipling Society, 56, Chaplin Drive, Headcorn, Ashford,
Kent TN27 9TN, England, or email to jwawalker@gmail.com.
The Editor of the Kipling Journal publishes membership
news, Society events, talks by invited speakers, and articles on all
aspects of Kipling and his work. She is happy to receive submissions
from readers. These may be edited and publication is not guaranteed.
Letters of crisp comment and articles between 500 and 5000 words are
especially welcome. Email jem1@kent.ac.uk, or write to The Editor,
Kipling Journal, 36 St Dunstan’s Street, Canterbury, Kent, CT2
8BZ, U.K.

